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FORE41ORO

The R&D Center's mission is- to design and oonduct research and related

activities inthe fiejd of teacher edycaiibn. This i$ carried out in close

collaboratidn with practitioners, policy makers and other researchers who are

most cognizant of emergent unsolved problems and challenges in the field.

:Through its own research, the Center is contributing to the knowledge bases

underlying 'effective teachimg and learning iri various college, school and

classroom contexts, effective teacher education systems throughout the career

cycle, and ,successful implementation of research-based organizational and

instructional.Oractices.

In keeping with its role as one of the national centers for research and

development in education, the Center attempts to facilitate and coordinate

various planning, networking and collaborative activities which link communi-

t.ies of scholars and practitioners both nationally and internationally, One

interesting eitampli of an informal.ai:id spontaneous network which has deYelop-

ed over the p.;st few years has involved individuals from acros's the country

working fn relative* isolation on the design and conduct of teacher education

program valuation follow-up studies. This network (TEPFU) was officially

"born" in April, 1978, when the Center hosted a national conference Df indi-

viduals who had' conducted such programs or studies. Conference proceedings

were pyblishgd, and the Center began to receive numerous inquiries for fur-

ther information and requests to be affiliated with further meetings and

other% information sharing opportunities. A newsletterwas developed as one

lay of responding to this increasing interest. Over the past three years,

meetings of the expanding group have been held in conjunction with annual

meetings of appropriate scholarly and professional associations, and these

have provided research reports% professional dialogue and increased member-

ship in the network. A

We believe that increased attention to systematic evaluation of teacher

pr'eparation programs iricTuding appraisal and analysis of graduates' perfor-

mance add experience thtough their first professional ear is an invaliable

source of feedback inr theredesigning, refipqment and enrichment of prepara-

tion programs. We are noting increased sophistication in the-design of such

4



studies and in solving the many logistical and economic problems which attend

the implementation effort. The R&D Center is pleased to playits part in

facilitating communication and some emerging synergy in, the community of

scholars engaged )n thii important work.

Oliver H. Gown
Director

Research and Development Center for Teacher Education
The Urliiersity of Texas 'at Austin
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INTRODUCTION

Ah increasingly importantproblem .faced by schools, colleges and ge-

partments. Of. education, is evaluation of. their teacher preparation programs.

Internal pressures encourage institutions to demonstrate program effective-
.

ness; external mandates for meeting accreditation standar'ds reinforce the

need to engage in evaluation. .Withduf well developed program assessment fol-
,

lowed by systematic implementation of the changes warranted by the 'examina-
.

tion, .it is difficuleto imagine how program effectiveness may be improved

OVer the last decide there has been a slow but growing interest and in-

volvement'in teacher educatio'n program evaluation. The Sandefur (1970) model

provided a cornerstone for the development of evaluation studies early in the

1970's by institutions such as Western Kentucky University (1972) and

Tennessee Technological University (1974). In several other areas of the

nation and in Canada (Dravland & associates), others were also beginnihg to

develop strAtegies for assessing teacher education Progr:ams. The National

Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). standards further

encouraged -- insisted onprograM examination.

Then in 1978 more focused attention:occurred through various organized.

structures. The annual meeting of the American Association of Colleges for

Teacher 'Education (AACTE) that year devoted one of, eight 'prbgram "strands"

whichcut across the four day meeting.to follow-up studies of teacher prep-

aration prOgrams% In the spring of that year, the Texas Research and

Development Center for Teacher Education became inyolVed in program evalua-

tion effort's in a response to the needs of individuals and institutions en-,
laged in evaluation and folldw-up studies. A collegium of eight institutions

met under the ,auspices of the Texas R&D Center in order to share techniques,

concerns, problems. and successes. This small but very successful attempt at

linking 'persons invoolved in program evaluation provided the forum for instj:

,tuticins'to share whathey were doing. Several results of this working con-

ference contributed to ,tpe increased viability of program evaluation.,

'A Monograph containing the reports of the eight institutions' evalua-

tion stddies was published (Hord & Hall, 1979). Thist volume has had wide

dissemination from the R&D Center and provides a practical reference for how-

Y 3
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to -do such studies, as reported by those who have had "extensive experience.

A seclt important outcome of the conference was the initiation of a network

for persons who wis4*1 td communicate and continue to share with ,each other,.

This network is known as TEPFU,, Teacher Education Program Follow-Up. A very

informal newsletter, published three times a year by the R&D Center, was

institoled, and serves as a means for /sharing information and disseminating

products to the TEPFU network members. the membership of this network

continues to expand.

Following 'these activities in 1978, there was an interest in but a lack

of funds for supporting ways that would permit individuals to engage in per-

sonal interaction and dialogue. While thi newsletter kept people connected,

there as lacking a vehicle for making discussion pbssible. Consequently,

small ad hoc gatherings of program evaluators (and those interested in so

becoming) were held in conjunction with various professional Organization

meetings..

In 1980, external pressure on insti, tions to do program evaluation was

escalating. At the annual AACTE meeting that year the small space accorded a

session on follow-up evaluation of groduates, anchored by Adams and Ayers,

could not accommodate the large number of peoplq, trying to attend. Persons

who could get in indicated interest in staying' in touch and participating in'

some inexpensive- emi-fomal strategies for the purpose of sharing with, each`

other and acquir ng information related 'to program evaluation. Several

months tater at the annual American Edwational Research Association (AERA)
.

meeting, a group of persons agaid met informally to generate slichfideas; some

very promising strategies for making program evablation efforts more visible

1

were i entified and some activities to respond to the needs and interests of

expectingperson involvedin or expecting to be invoTA in program evaluation were

suggested. These events reflected a substantial vigor in thisarea of in-

quiry.

. Because of keen interest and responses from the teacher education pro-

gram evaluation network that reflectefl continuing need/for assistance, a ses-

sion was designed to be a part of the 1981 AACTE annual meeting. As a result'

of the 1980 experience a better case was made for more space and time to be

available for TEPFU activities. Thus, a.program format that included a large

4
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1

block of time was arranged in order to address issues (e.g., accreditation),

share experience and expertise, and engage participants in meaningful activi-

ties targeted at improving their own skiils,and tipabilities for undertaking

their program assessment. The AACTC staff and program committee facilitated

the arrangement of program timeand meeting space for such a session,

The session wasdeSigned in two parts: (1) six invited papers focusing

on issues of program evaluation were presented by the authors; (2) all ses-

sion attendees were organized into small discussion groups for interaction

and dialogue, stimulated.by the paper pre'sentations. -Members.of the TEPFU

network guided small group discussions. As an outcome of each small discus -

1 sion group, a statement of response reflecting their insights, reactions, and

questions was to be prepared. These, statements collaboratively produced by

participants of both large and small institutions, hy persons

with some years of experience and others with none, would represent current

experience and thinking "in the field."

The pyblication of this monograph, Teacher. Education Program Evaluation,

1981: Theory and Practice, further testifies to theAmportece of that ses-

sion. It inclUdes the six formally prepared papers and the summary papers

which resulted from the work of the small interactive groupst This small

volume will acquaint the reader with current key'issues in teacher education

program evaluation as well as provide assistance for those engaged in plan-

Oing, implementing or operating evaluation programs.

Part I

Part I of this monograph is the set of papers prepared for presentatio'n

at the session. The, first pap er by Adams andiCraig reports on current prac-

tice in evaluatiori efforts. A survey was developed', at Western Kentucky

University and sent to nearly 800 institutions in order to reveal the'state

of the practice in program evaluation. Responses to the - survey are reported
,

by the authors in eight categories: institution demographics, institutions

engaged in teacher education evaluation,' area of data collected, methods of

data collection, relationship between size of program and method of data col-

lection, perceived value of teacher'education evacuation, perceived needs in

conducting teacher education evaluation and reported budget for evaluation.

In the second paper, Lyn Gubser suggests "a dozen don'ts" for what not

5



to do in program evaluation. From his perspective as director of the

. National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, Gubser discusses the

hroad spectrum of evaluation and summarizes with how-not-to-do-its for peOp4e

.( interested in establishing successful program evaluation.

In the third paper, Craig and Adams Suggest a process for planning,

"develoOng, implementing, and'perating an evaluation program that will

imize the utilization" of evaluation data in program decision making.

A critical aspect of the design suggested by the Craig and Adams pa r

is more specifically addressed in the fourth paper by 'Jerry Ayers, Tennessee

Technological University. Ten design characteristics which should .be con-

sidered fdr developing an evaluation prbqram are described,.as well as prob-
.. -.

lemG which may be encountered if the characteristics are

Edell Hearn .reports on Tennessee Technological University's evaluatiok

-.:system and its cost's. Effective evaldation of programs should allow appro-

spriate modifications in programs, but,this_can happen only if finanCe and re-

source allocations for the evaluation are part ofthe institution's blidget.

Ways to modify costs and suggestibris for taking aevantage: of existing

resources are presented. -

The concluding paper addresses the future of teacher education evali,

tion. Gene Hall, Research and Development Center for Teacher 'Education,

raises questions about the future of teacher education program evaluation and

follow-up studies as .a whole: He distinguishes between issues that are.con-

trollable and those that are not. He makes concrete recomMendations for the

future regatting the controllable areas, and speculates on the pressures

which may be anticipated in the areas not under. control.

Part II

Included in this section of the monograph are the brief summary reports

of.the interaction by the participants in the small discussion groups.. Their

reactions to issues raised by the paper presenters were synthesized by the ,

group facilitator. More than 200 persons attended the-session_and zip

4maived into thedinner hour to.partidipati in the g roup activity.

Part III '

The concluding portion of this monovaph is an executive su ary by 40e

Vaughan, of the National Institute' of Education. Vaughan provides .a synthesis

11 .



of .themes of the gapers and ,group statements to establish a composite image

of the issues, questions and concerns whidh'emergefrom all the writings.

it is the hope.of,..a41 who were "involved intcontributing to th'is.mono-

4eaph that it will prove to be instructive, providing useful informdtion to

program evaluation Practitione5s. Each of thi authors invites .the readers to

-contact them for further dietSgue and interaction. Despite the difficulties
.

of doing.program4evaluation,. it/is apparent that for the present, teacher ed-

ucation- program evaluation lives.

'110
Shirley MK fiord

Research and Development Center for Teacher Education

Ronald D. Adams
Western Kentucky University
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A S4RVEY OF UNDERGRADUATE

TEACHER EDUCATION EVALUATIO4 PRACTICES

Ronald D. Adams
'James R. Otaig

Western' Kentuckyllaiversity

I. INTRODUCTION

4

Several, factiSrs ha've led to our conduct of a survey of teacher educa-
,

tion evaluation practice. -First, due to our' experience teacher schicetion

evalu4t4on since the r$11 of 1971, we have h'ad the oppOrtunttyfor dialogue

with numerous indlOauals who are planning' or are engaged in evaluation pro-.

geams. Many of these individuals have expressed a desire to know the state-
.

f of-the-practice im teacher eduction evaluation.

... Second, the growth.of the TEPFU (Teacher Education ,Program Follow-Up)

. 'group and the high attendance at national "meetings where teacher education

evaluation topics were presented has demoQstrAfed a continuing interest-in

this topic. One of the recommendations from the TEPFU.group 14LS that a study

be conducted to determine Ale current, evaluation_ praqtce in teacher educa-

tion evaluation 'as there appears to be little research in the professional
, .

litertve on this topic. .

', Third, the NCATE standards for' accreditation have 'explicitly stated that

.

institutions producing teachers must have a systematic 'v\aluation Of their,
r

teacher, education programs to include gathering data while students are in

the presei-vice program-and 'after they'have entered, the teaching profession:

Evidence must also be provided of utiljzatton of data for program improve-4

ment. ,Undbubtedly, .these standards hake provided 'much of yie interest in'

teacher education eyaluation. ,

Finally, in a 1978 doctoral dissertation at the University of Tulsa,

Wennette Pegu reported i'survey, of4 teacher educition follow -up evaluation

practice. Thisstudy provided') a: beginning for determining the status of

teacher education evaluation practice. Two of her.- findings have particular

interest to this study. First, she concluded that, "There is'only moderate
0 .

9
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comtemporary involvement in systematic follow -up evaluative practices by

teacher education programs." Only half of the respondents ,reported that they

were engaged in this practice. Second, she: concluded that, "There is a

minimal level' of evaluative sophistication in the design and the

implementation of comtemporary evaluative schema." The most prevalent schema

was the cpntroversial one-shot questionnaire sent to graduates the first year

fallowing graduation.

From ,the prAceding discussion, it seemed clear that a current survey of
1.

teacher education evaluation practite could provide fieaningful information'in

identifying 4reeds'and fut6re directions in tt1is area. An initial survey form

was developed by the authors to obtain information from the following areas:.

1) Institutional demogr'aphics
,

. 2) Topics on areas ,evaluated
.

3) Techniques used in evaluation system

4) Sources of evaluation data

5) Point's of 49aluatior?

6) Js relative to evaluation practi.ce

7) Valde placed on evaluation

83 Resources devoted to evaluation

The initial survey form was reviewed by college iiwinistrators at WKU.and a

later revised version was sent to selected members of, the TEPFU groups via

assistance front the R&D- Center for Teacher Education. Finally, the third

version was sent to AACTE nd NCATE officials for input.

All suggestions were cons'dered, final changes were made, and the survey

forms were.mailed about the middle of November, 1980. Even with a short re-

turn time, the holiday season, and the rather lengthy form, a 36 percent re-

turn rate was obtained by the end of December. A follow-up survey was sent

about the second week in January, 1981, resulting in an additional 20 percent

return for a total of 442 returned survey forms to date.

To prepare for this report, data obtained from 397 forms (51 percent)

were processed. The remaining will be reaneyzed for later publication.

Thit more complete repOrt will contain detailed analy es, and findings and

should be available during the summer of 1981.

Time constraints do not permit presenting in great detail the results

10
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....,

of this survey - -in fact, much of the data have yet to be analyzed beyond the
.

rudimentary findings prepared for this paper. Howev4r, the findings present-
. 4, .

ed here should provide a basis for understanding
,-

more fully-the )preient
, 1/44

t-N

state-of-the-practiceln teacher education evaluation, ,agieseggest directioh's
-.

, .-' N

..:,i

we must take as a. profession if we are to improve Clis .epletitier: .

.

pract ice.
,

4,0

at \

II. F1NDII(GS

.

The

0
-

findings presented for this report' represent preliminary antly,tes

of the data obtained from 397 responding institutions. Thirty-eight addi-

tional questionnair-es ,ha;re been received since these analyses were conducted-

and are being prepared for inclusion in the data set. Nine institutions

vdid'hot qualify for inclusion for analysis due to such factor as having no

undergraduate programs or no longer being'tn operation. The accounted for

responses totaled 444 for a return rate of 57.0 percent.

The findings are presepted in eight Categories:

A. Institution Demographics
4 -

B. Institutions. Engaged in Teacher Education Evaluation

C. Area of Data Coltected

0. Methods oforta Collection

E. Relationship Between Size of Program apd_Method of Data

Collection

F. Perceived Value of Teacher Education Evaluation

Perceived Needs in Conducting Teacher Education Eviluaflon

H. Reported Budget for Evaluation

Undoubtedly, additional analyses will provide more information regarding the

Itate-of-the7prictice in teacher eduCation evaluation than these preliminary

analyses. However, we feel findings from these analyses provide more insight

into what is being done in teacher education evaluation than has been known

to date.

11.,1

Due to..space limitatrons the tabular presentation of data will be

limited in this report.

1 '-
.4.
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A. Institufion Demographics

Tbe'responding institutions were evenly split between public and private

with 52.4 perceqt public and 46.3 percent-priyate. NCATE accredited institu-

tions comprised 64.7 perCent of the sample while 82.6 percent reported mem-

bership in AACTE., Geographic region represented by responding institutions

was indicated by membership iri regional atcriediting agencies and can be seen
. .

Tible 1.* Institutions.in the. North Central.Association comprised 48.4

percerit of the'respondehts, followed by the. Southern AssociatiOn with 27.4

percent .and the Middle States Association with 11.5 percent.' These data, are

oery'close to the perdentages.obtained by Pegues in 1978.

Institutional size rangedfum,300.to 63,115, with undergraduate teacher
*

educatia programs ranging from" 13 to 7,300 students.' These data' are pre-
y

sented in Table 2. It can be observed that 57.7' percent of the programs have

500 or less enro4ent. lasrAutions produing only 8achelor's Degrees .made
.

up 31.8 percent, of the sample while 22.0 percent of the responding institu-

tions offer the Doctorate.

8. Institutions Engaged in Teacher Education Evaluation

Two categories of data, updergraduate
4

teacher educatltin program

and publit/K-ivate. cltssificatio were cross tabulated with institutions'

response to Question 1, .Part, I1 of the survey form. This question asked
,

institutions to indicate -(f th0 were engaged, in evaltiation of their under-

graduate teacher itducation'pro4raMs. From the responses it was determined

that 88.7 percent of'theiitutions indicated some evaluation adtiviy.

,A cross tabulation of 'size of, progrant and public or private classifica-

tion indicated a relatively strong 4elation'ihip between these tw o Variables.

Smaller programs, tend to to in peivate institutions while larger programs

tend to be.ip public institutions. While this relationOip 'is not sur-

prising, it should be kept in mind when discussing other analyses.

Three categories
44,

of size were utilized in the cross tabulation analysis

with those reporting evaluation practices.
. They were as follows:

small - ly 4250 students 4

4 medium 251 to 1,000,student4

large \1,00l t.:3' 7,500 students

Figures appear at the e h of qeachp paper.
'
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Theretappered to difference"in the.percentage of initiiutions re4

porting 6aluation.prac9Ce and the size of the teacher education program.

Similarly, .whin 'public or :private classificatton was cross tabulated

with reported evalUatibri practide no meaningful differences were.noted: This.

was expected due to the' relationship between *gram size and public /private

classificati6o:

C. Area of nee Collectio'n .

Institut'ions were asked to respond to a it of seven evaluation areas

for, which they collected data. they were instructed to chedk each area for

which they collected data. The "Telching Ski31s,*Strategies, and Techniques"

received the most checks, with "Knowledge of subject Matter" arid- "Relation--

"ships with Students'. following; respectively. The keast check items were

" Relationship with Parents" and "Participatid% in Professional Organiza-

tions ", respectively.

Additional analyses are plann0 to determine if there arc relationships

between evaluation area's and othervariables. For example, the question "are

method and area related?"'may provide some insight into source of data col-

leeMen and what 4 being collected.

D. Methclds of Data"Coliection .

The major focus of the survey.was to determine the state-of-the-practice

in teacher aduea/ion evaluation. A major component was the methods employed

to tollect data to ,include type of data collecting devices or procedures,

source of.data and frequency or points of data collection. 'Institutions were

asked to respond to seven data collectiOn procedureseadh having * matrixof

data source by collection frequency. Through this reporting produre it

could be determThed the most often utilized source and the frequency with

which data were'collected frog sources for any given procedure.,_,,-

The seven data collection procedures contained in the survey were:

1. Questionnaires

2. Personal Interviews

3. Olrect Classroim Observation

4. Media-Aided Work Sample Observation

5. $tanVdardized Tests

.6. Professional Competence Measures

7. Personal Characteristics and Attitudes Measures

13 '
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Resp9ndents were asked to place the approximate percent of program enrollment

sample for each data collection period and each source. While the majority

of respondents followed .these directions, several returned surveys had Only

checks in the matrix grids. Thus, for these preliminarranalyses,NsamOle

size was ot considered; rather, the frequency of participation 'only was

established.

Data, from these questions provided "maps" of evaluatioh prac6Ce that

describe the methods utilized in teacher education evaluation. While these

analyses pPovided only .summary data on 'methods of evaluation, they allow for

some gd'neralization s to be drawn.

Questionnaire's were by far thg most utilized form of collecting evalua-

. tion data., both in preservice arif follow-up. The source most often given'itas

the student /graduate and the most frequent' pOint of data collection was at

ex:PPOtrom program (65.8 perCent). The supervisor was the second most used,

source for eyaluation-data with peers provldin*g some data in the preservice

program. Tab% 3 presents these data.

When a usage triterlrm of '10 Percent wasutirized to 'examine the re-

sults, it eras determined that data were -collected from student/graduate and

supervisor at entry and continued _through the.4-6 year of follow-up. Peer

data were only used in the preservice program .in categories "during" and

"exit". .he heavy black line indicates the cells which met*the usage cri-

terion. '

Personal interviews were used to a much" 'lesser extent than question-
,

noires, and were lithited primarily to use in the preservice program. The

student/graduate and supervisor were ag'ain the-primary sources. Table 4 con-

tains the summary data on personal interview: 4

Use of direct classroom obseratiorl as a technipue for collecting evalu-
,

ation data was quite limited except in preservice programs. Students/ gradu-

ates were observed in many programs during and at the end of teacher educa-
.

Lion programs, and to a very Jimdted'extent during the first year of .teach-

ing. Pupils were observed mostly during the undergraduate preparation pro-

gram. These data arepresented in Table.5. -

The method using -aided work sample observations produced a 10 per-

SF.
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cent usage in only the "during" category of the preservice program. Table

shows these data.'

Use of standardized tests were also quite limited and were restricted to

use,in the preservice program. This type of data was primarily collected at

entry' and at exit to the' undergraduate reacher education program,

seen in Table 7. .

The last two categories oC data collection provided quite similar re-

sults. Professional competence and personal characteristics and attitudes

were probably recorded as extensions of questionnaires by many respondents.

They reflect usage during the preservice land first year follow -up with lim-

ited usage the third and forth -sixth years of follow-up. .14--imary sources

were the student/graduate and supervisor. Limited usage of peers as a source

was noted during preservice. Tablet 8 and 9 contain the summary data for

these variables.

Lo summary, all techniques were used to varying degrees in preservice

evaluations. The sources, however, were limited to the student/graduate,

supervisor, and to a lesser degree peers. Follow-up; evaluation. was_conducted

less often than preservice evaluation. .Also, fewer techniques were widely

osedfor follow-up evaluation with questionnaires being by far the most often

reported technique. As with preservice, the sources were mainly limitedto

student/graduate and supervisor.

E. Relationship Between Size of Prograi and Method of Data Collection

Given the extreme range in size of teacher education programs reported,

the authors decided to investigate-the relationship between size of program

and methods of evaluation reported. Chi/square analysei were utilized to

determine if a rel6tionship existed betwee the two sets of variables.'

Firtt, cross tabulations were made between size (broken into three cate-

gories) and overall indication of use for a given method or technique. Chi

squares were computed for each of the seven techniques and size. Only two of,

,these analyses approached ,significance at the. .05 level of confidence.. It

was observed that direct classroom observation and media-aided work sample

observations obtained a large enough chi-square value to approach or exceed.'

the signifiCance level of .05 when compared to program size. It would. appear

that in both cases, the smaller programs reported more use of these tech-

15
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niques than the larger ,programs.

A second set 'Nof.:'an'alyses dealt only with follow-up data: Due to the
y small "fregtiency Of :use, only questionnaires; :personal interviews., and liredt
:classroom observations wer.,*Included in these ,analyses. However, the analy-

sis covered the first, and fourth Sixthi years of follow-up for each
0

. technique.
.

From these" analyses an interesting finding lemerged. There appeared tO

be a patt'erri .6f usage for techniques and ;prograo.--ize. Four of the five] chi
squari analy.ses were 'significant beyond the .05 level -of confidence for '.the
fi-rst'year follow-up data. Ther'e appeared to 'be more usage Among the larger

progams'of questionnaire, perSOnil interview, .and:direct classroom observa-
tion: than among the smaller programs. This 'gat ' an °pops te )indicatibn as

found' for direct classrbom observation and medii,aided work sample observa-
tion for total evaluation usage. ,

I t al so. appeared ttiat by, Wwi third year and beyond., the usage of these

techniques cji,minished to tbe .point of no differences between programs of

varying size, i.e., for each size"of program blassification, there was little
being done for follow -up evaluation. ,

'F. Perceived Value of Teacher Education Evaluation

AACTE institutional representatives or thdir designees were asked to

complete the-survey form, It as noted that for the most part administrators
.

completed the questionnaire4 In the "other" category, the most often given
tides of the respondents were d)rector of student teaching or director of

the research unit. 'Thus, the perceptions of the value of teadher edcation
evaluation" was primaril 'from an administrative viewpoint.

P'ercttons f the value of teacher education evaluation were compared
for'Iboseinsti tions who had evaluation and those who reported no evalua-

tibn, activities, While no formal statistical analysis was computed to deter .

riine.thesignefica'rice of the difference, it appeared that the institutions
having evaluation programs valued teacher education evaluation more than did
the nonevaltifation institutions, However, both -

groaps tended to perceive

evaluation -.3; more positive than negative.
Additiorial analyses were conducted to determine if size' of program, was

'1
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related to perceived value of evaluation. Chi square'*tysis was utilized

with both the institutions reporting evaluation proc4ms:and those not re-

porting evaluation programs.

In both cases there appeared to be no relafirshtp found for administra-

tors' perception of value of evaluation arid site lbf program. However, in

both groups there was a significant chi sqdare +OUrid for perceived value of

evaluation by facult) and program size. Faculty irr the smaller programs were

rated as valuing evaluation more than faculty in the larger institutions for

both groups. Students were also rated as, valuing evaluation more for those

institutions which reported having evaluation programs. It should be kept in-
.

mind, however, that, the raters for the most part- were administrators.

G. Percelied Needs )n Conducting Teacher Education Evaluation
. .

Respondents were also asked for perceived needs in conducting evaluation

of teacher education prgrams. Again, those responding as having evaluation

.programs and not having evaluation programs were 3nformally cdmpared.

"Developing InstrUmentatiorl" was a frequently given need for both groups,

ranked 3rd'for the evaluation group and 1st for the non-evaluation group.

v Assiltance with "Planning and implementing a Feedback System" and "Uti-

lizing Data for Program improvement" appeared to be the greatest need for

institutions having evaluation programs, while 'Planning .an Evaluation Sys-
.

tem" and "Identifying Instrumentation".ranked number two for institutions not

having'an evaluation system.

H. Reported Budget for Evaluation .

To estimate the resources being allocated to teacher education evalua-

tion, institutions were asked to give the approximate` operating budget for

evaluation of teacher education programs. Tht range in budget allocations

was from $15 to.$81,6101 Slightly more ,than 50 percent of the institOtions

reported spending less than $1,250 on evaluation, However, 18.5 percent re-

ported ;spending over $10,000. The mean and median for all institutions were

$6,280.20 and $1,202.50, respectively.

Institutions were also asked to indicate the source of funding for:their

evaluation program. Of those responding, 9.4 percent or 32 institutions

indicated some or total external funding from public source6. In addition,

1.2 percent or four institutions reported funding from private funds. Most

17



Of the institutions4#thetreported.funding- .source (n..239), indicated total,

internal funding for their eval6ation programs' (9229 percent). Those not

r=eporting°funding source totaled 100. Of those institutions reporting

funding sources, 23.3 percent indicated funding on a one year basis, while

71.1,percent ,indicated funding was- recurrent,

III. SUMMARY FINDINGS

The following conclusions were made from the preceding preliminary

analysis: . .

-1. There appeared to be little difference in the percentage of institu-
tions reporting evaluation practice and theOze of enrollment in -

the eache education program Of whether the institution was public
or private.

,2. The areas of. "Teaching Skills, Strate gies, and _Techniques ", "Knowl-
edge of Subject Matter" and "Relatiorkships with Students" were the
most frequently evaluated.

.
.

0. Questionnaires were by far the most used method of collecting data
with the studeht/graduate the most frequent reported source of
data,

4. More evaluation practice and more varied methods of evaluation were
reported for presevice evaluation than-'for follow-up evaluation.

5. Smaller 'institutiont tended to use Direct ClassroomrObservations and
Media Aided Work Sample Observations more than larger institutions.
Howevee,.this technique was most often reported in preservite evalti;
ation practice.

4

When only follow-up evaluAtioA was considered, there were ddiffer-
encesnoted tht first year, but not the third or fourth-sixth years
for Questionnaires, Personal Interview, and Direct Classroom Obser-

vation., The larger Institutions appeared to be engaged more often
than the smaller institutilbns for the first year follow-up, but no
differences emerged after the first year.. There wasia tendency_ for

.smaller institutions to do more follow-up at the fourth-sixth year.
point.

7. FrOm the college adminiitrator perspective, the following values

were observed:

a. Ihstitutions who responded that they have evaluation programs,

122



valued evaluation practice more highly than institutions who
reported no evaluation programs.

b. Size of program was not related to the degree administrators
valued evaluation practice.

c: Faculty and students in smaller institutions were perceived to
value evaluation practice higher than their counterparts in
larger institutions.

8. Programs that reported evaluation practice most often, perceived the
4

following needs, respectively:

a. Planning and Implementing a Feedback System.

b. Utilizing Data for Program Improvement.

c. Developing Instrumentation.

9. Programs that did not/report an evaluation program perceived the
following needs most frequently:

6(a. Developing Instrumentation.

b. Identifying Instrumentation.

c. Planning an Evaluation System,
.

0. Programs reporting operation budgets varied greatly in the amobnts
of support. In nearly all casesfunding was from internal funds and
most reported recurring funding.

19'
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... Summary of Institutions b, Selected Demographic Categories
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, Category f .
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I

*

.

''11.5

%
.

Public
- r

Private ,

* NCATE accredited

AACTE member

:Regional Accrediting Assoc.

New England

Middle States ,

\
North.Central

Northwest

Southern .

Western

208

184

253

328

17

45.

. 192

20

107

. 9

,52.4

46.3

63.7',

821.6

.4.4

48.4

5.1

27.4
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JAW 2

Summary of Institutions Responding by Size of Enrollment

Enrollment

Total Inst.

300 to 1,300 1,400 to 3,600 3,779 to 6,500 6,808 to 10,000 10,026 to 20,000 20,142 to 6,115

25.6 24.4 16.6 11..1 15.0 , 7.3

Cum % 25.6 50.0 66.6' 77,7 92.7 100.0 _

Under Grad.

Teacher Ed.
Program- 13 to 100 '104 to 250' 255 to 500 525 to 1,000 1,100 to 2,000 2,072 lo 7 300

%
.-

140 21.1"' 22.6 19.7 . 15.8

. ,

6.8

Cum % 140 35.1 573 77.4 93.2 100.0

Nalici cases = 385
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TABLE 3
d .

,

', 'If

grmary4nalysis of Institutions Utflizing
Questionnaires in'Evaluation.of Teasher Education Pro rams

Data Source

*
The tudent/4
"-) graduate'

/

°. A Supervisor
(advisor, principal,

dept. supervisor, etc.)

1'

Peer Teachers

,Pupils.

9uestiormai res

,,l?reservice _Program °

Entry :Durtng Exist *4 1

FolAw Op Year

3 4-6

.f 119

% 35.1

f

f

Pirents
-%

Other

I

f'

169

49.9
223,

65.8
180 71 96 96

' 53.1 20.9 28.3 .28.3

57

16.8
145

42.8
353
45.1

10

2.9

4 26

le 2 .0,7.7

.6

53

15.6

151

44.5

38 11

11.2 °. 3.2
fr,'

13

3.8

51

15

7.1

20.9
66
19.5

.9

7

2.1

7

2.1

2.4,

5

5 , 3

0 '0
- o

4 6

1.2. 1.

0
0

0

7 -12'

2.1 2:7 1.5 2.1

1 2

.3 . .

7-10 11+

12 5

3.5' 1.5

7 4

2.1

0

0 0.

1

0 .3

0' 0
0 0

0 0

.



TABLE 4

. Summary Analysis of Institutions Utilizing
. Personal Interviews in Evaluation of Teacher Education Programs

Personal Interviews

Preservice Program

Data Source Entry. During Exit

The student/
graduate

A Supervisor
(advisor, principal,

dept. supervisor, etc:)

Peer Teachers

Pupils

Parents

Other

f

f

f

f

f

Follow Up Year 4

3 4-6 7-10. 11+

-

88

26

05
31

87

25.7
32

9.4
10

2.94
9

2.7

17

5.0

,

2

.6

3

.

.9

37

10.9,

91

26.8
84

24.8
35

10.3
2
3.5

12

3.5

1'
4.7

2

.6

3

,.9

6--16 35, 26 6, 1 2 1

I.

1 0
1.7 10.3 7.7 1.7 .3 .6 .3 s" .3 0

3" 10 % 5. 2 2 1 0 0

,9 2.9 1:5 .6 .6 .3 0 0 0

1 3 3' 2 2 .1 0 0 0

.3 %.9 .9 .6 .6 - .5 0 0 0

%2 6 3 l' 0 0 . 0 0 0

.6

. -
1.7 - .9 .3 .0 0 0 0 0

NY&



TABLE 5

SumMary Analysis Of Institutions Utilizing.'
tirect qas'sroom ObsArxations in Evaluation

of Teacher Education Programs

Direct Classroom Observations

Preservice Program Follow Up Year

Data Source Entry Dui-ing Exit . 1 3' 4-6 7-10. 11+

The student/
. graduate. %

Pupils 1

Other

55' 225 139 34 12 11 1) - 3 2

16.2 66.4 41.0 10.0 3.5 3.. 3.2 .9 .6

. .

9 . 4 2 29 12 6 5 ' 4 1 1

2.7 '12.4 8.6 3.5 1.8 1.5 1,2 .3 ..3

7 , 28 19 "5 1 0 2 0 0

2.1 8.3 5.6 it 1.5 .3 0- .6 0 0
A

A
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TA4LE 6 ..
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Summary Analysis of Institutions Utilizing.'
Media -Aided Work Sample'bbservations in Evaluation

.. of Teacher Education Programs

Media-Aided Work sample Observations

Preservice Program
,

Follow Up Year

i
Data Source En01( During Exit 1 2 3 4-6 7-10 11+

The student/
f.

graduate
%

I

rele..,

r

)

r

.

Pupils

Other

f"

%

f

%

7

16 158 et 33 1 3- 0 0 1

4.7 d5.6. 9.7 111111 .3 .9 0 0 ..3

3 22 9 2 .0 1 0 0 0

.9 6.5 2.7 .6 . 0 .3 0 0 0

0 2.4/
111111111

'0 0

0

0
0

o .

0

0,
0

1-

'a,

4

1 .
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TABLE 7

I

s.

Summary Analysis of Institutions Utilizing
Standardiz d Tests -in EvaluatiorKof,Teacher Education Programs

Stanciardi zed Tests

Data Source

The student/
'graduate

, Pupils

f

f

fOther
%

I

Preservice Progrgm
. .

Entry During . Exit,

Follow Up Year -

N
4

'''

2 3 4-6. 7-10 11+

46-
13.6

28
8.3

- .

2
- .6

q-

99
29.2

..- '
,

3

.9,

8
2.4

0
0

5
1.5

0

6
1.8

0
0

3
.9

'0
0

0
0 ,

0
0

0
0

0
0

4

0
0

0
0

V

. 0
0

, 0
0 ,

0
0%

4..........

,0
0

0
0

0
0

1.

.1.

.4,
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Summary Analysis of
P

Institutions Utilizing
essional .Competence in/Evaluation of Teacher Education ProgramsP..

,

ProfeiSional Competence

. Preservice Pro,gram

ExitData Source Entry,.

The student/
graduate

f

%

A Supervisor
f

(advisor, principal,
dept. supeirvisor, etc.) .1

.Peer Teachers
f

-%

Pupils 1

f
_______zParents

f

Other %

During
. 1

.0

/

.F''.

Follow Up Year

#

..,

00

I

1 2 3 4-6 7-10 11+

47

13.9
138-'
40.7

1154

45.5
95

28.0
30

8.8
43 .

12.7"

39

11.5
J

3

.9

2

.6

38

11.2

151

44.5

147

43.4

107

31.6'

29

8.6

45

13.3

43

12.7

3

.9

1

.3

12 42 34 13 2 10 4 0 0

3.5 12.4 0.0 3.8
[

.6 2.9 1.2 0 0

5 15 15 10 4' 8 5 . 0 0
1,5 4.4 ,4.4 2.9 . 1.2 2.4 .5 0 0

2 -, 4 2 1 1 1 0 0 Or

.6 1.2 .6 .3 .3 .3 0- 0' 0

2 9 9

.

2 0 1 0 0 0
.6 2.7 2.7 .6 0 .3 0 0 0

e

I

r

.40

e
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TABLE 9

s

I. .

Summary Analysis.of Institutions Utilizing
Personal Characteristics and Attitudes in Evaluation

of Teacherjducation Programs

I

Oata Source'

student/student/ f
graduate %

A Supervisor f
(advisor,, printipal,

dept. supervisor, etc.)

Peer Teachers
f

fPupils

.../
f41 )Parentsiipt

Other f

S

s

Personal Characteristics

s,Preservice Program c Follow Up Year

Entry During Exi t l' 2 3 4-6. 7-10 11+

71

20.9
126
37.2

129
%38.1 ,

65
19:2

17
5.0

33
19.7

28
8.3

4

1.2 .6

53
15.6

127
37.5,

115
33.9

75
22.1

17
5.0

34
10.0

33
9)1

3

.9
1

.3

13 41 30 9 2 4 1 0 0
3.8 12.1 8.8 2.7 .6 1.2 .3 0 0

3 4 12. 8 3 6 4 0 0
.9 2.7 3.5 2.4 .9 1.8 1.2 .0 0

2 4 , 2 1 1 1 0 0 0
.6 1.2 .6 .3 .3 .3 0 0 0

7 11 6 0 0 0
2.1 3.2 1.8 ....,6,

41
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WHAT NOT TO DO IN EVALUATING TEACHER EDUCATION PROGAMS

,JA DOZEN DON'TS

Lyn Gubser
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education

.

Bqng `someone who tries to take a positive approach to th)ngs and who

enjoys natural tendency to rebel against lists of "don'ts," I was a bit pli

off bxihe requestthat I begin our discussion of teacher education evaljation
4

by describing what not.to dol I find it saddening to study program evaluation

effortsi that have_fAiled to fly--crashing and burning after takeoff, if they

even glt off the gr'ound.. But if our task is to examine the wreckage of failed

effort, then at least let ut conduct our investigation with-an eye out for

clues to future success.

The Lay of the Land

Evaluation of teacher education involves the,amiraisal of ihe entiretrof

any system that prepares school'personnel. ft includes the assessment of pro-

grams that prepare counselors, school psychologists, administrators; media

,tecologists, librarians, and assorted specialists, id addition to instruc-

tioiial personnel. In planning for the evaluation of professional programs,

one' should npt overlook the extensively broad range of specialties that pro-
,

fepional education has come to include. ,`

iIf we regard programs as systems, then we must be concerned with the

valuation of inputs, processes, and outputs. Attention should be paid to the

evaluation of such factors as program admission and retention, of clinical

facilities and resources, of faculty competence and experience, in addition

to the assessment of qualities of those who complete professional programs.

One of the most common malpractices in 'teacher education evaluation, as. we

shall see, is the frequent confinement of assessment efforts.to the evaluation

of graduates.

Sound program evaluat,ions can be constructed on any number of philosoph-

ical and contextual foundations. Program review is one approach and is3ome-

what analogous to calling together a group of chefs to evaluate the baking of

29
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*a cake. Front their combined, knowledge,and experience decisions are made on

the amount of flour, sugar, and flavorings to add to, the recipe to obtain the

desired result. But decisions must also be made on process variables, such as

how hot one should keep the oven. Quality control is a continuous procedure

in baking. Although the ultimate question is how tasty is the take, a

multitude of evaluations' are made before that question can be asked. Even

then there remain such ,long-range questions as how long can the cake be kept,

under whaf'conditions, and ho4 best should it be served?

We in educatign have tended to focus on what goes into the cake. All of

us have had our pet suggestions, most of which have been unsupported.by reli-

able data. Only within the past decade have we actually tried to "taste the

cake." For many reasons our successes have been infrequent. °

Educators have only rarely sought taassess in-put variables or evaluate

Processes, in empirical ways. Few evaluation models have attempted to system-

atically assess textbooks or establish a sequence of program content through

careful investigation. We are hard-pressed to comment upon the- successes or

failures of theie evaluation apProaches, for one cannot effectively criticize

that which only rarely exists. If enrollments are up and the central admin-

istration is happy, that's been good enough for many of us, and we have Thed

student teachers out of the academic nest and iiitNthe classroom. If they

haven't returned, we assume that they flew away to bright careers. But we

really don't know whether they succeeded or failed, or whether the program had

anything to do.with this successor failure. Without continuous or appropri-
.

itelevaluation we go from one whim to another without knowing whether the pro-

ducts of our earlier efforts were highly successful or complete failures.

Even when some components of an evaluation system are operative, others

may break down, We recently observed a sp142pid program effort in evaluating

the student teaching program of a major university. This university placed

70% of its student teachers in school systems remote from campus. Resident

university supervisors were employed to assess student teacher peformance to

determine the strengths and weaknesses of specific programs through, measures

of student teaching
#

competency. They employed interaction .analyses, pre-,

mid-, and post'- experience inventories, surveys of students and cdoperafing

teachers'ana administrators, extensive observational data, diagnostic instru-
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meats, cognitive level assessments, and a host of other devices. But then we

found that none of this information'was ever referred back to the teacher edu-
.

, cation departments! Just imagine that! Once students had completed their

work in subject matter or pre - clinical specialties, their respective depart-

menls newer heard from them again. This was the only evaluation effort the

institution employed, yet when faCulty were questioned about the program they

bragged of its quality, citing as evidence the small number of informal com-

plaints received abok their products. Even the.suOervisors drew unfounded

conclusions regarding the acadernc program. They assumed that if student

teachers were successful, the academic program must be functioning at an opti-

mal level. Because this institution served awealthy and well-educated clien-

tele, however, it was just as plausible that graduates were successful in

spite of their experience in the program. Or perhaps their skills could have

-leen improved: Wi will never know.

I owe to James Raths of the Universit of Illinois a debt of gratitude

for pointing out another mountain against which evaluation efforts are fre-

quently dashed. Professor Raths notes at teacher educators frequently get

trapped into assuming that the assessment of individual teaching competencies

is the essence of program evaluation. Says Raths:

It is a matter of getting involved in an infinite regress. If you

respond by saying we want good Orograms to have good teachers, I

could ask why we want good teachers. The answer is that we want to
have good products graduate from our schools. If we pursue this
questioning, we could ask why we want outstanding school graduates;
the answer is to have a better-society. Why do we want a better
society? So that...where does it end?

Raths' best guess is that "...each of us has an arbitrary focus on an infinite

chain." The focus of program evaluation, he belieies, "is properly on the -

quality of programs and not on the quality of teachers."* Teacher educa-

tors, however, are often pressed to use program .evaluation in lieu of the as-

sessment of individual skills. This confusion of apples and 'bananas has been

greatly abetted, and even enshrined into law, by state program approval ef-

*James Raths. Personalicorrespondence of February 25, 1980.
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forts. Many state departments of education have found a che'ap way to license

teachers by handing a certificate to anyone having completed an "approved" or

accredited program. Yet no model of program approval or accreditatiqn can

possibly determine the competencies of individual products of those programs.

rt is not a task appropriate to program evaluation, nor for that matter to

national accreditation, although we frequently are criticized for not doing

'it. Even if we could, the impact of school systemi upon the behaviors of,

individual teachers probably would overshadoW program effects within a few

short years. Programs are designed as vehicles for providing opportunities

for behavioral change. There 'tan be no guarantee that these changes will last

or will not be altered through subseqUent experience.

The Evaluation of Graduates

Nothing herein is meant to detract from the importance of evaluating the

products of our programs. This is not to say, however, that program evalua-

tion should rest exclusively on the evaluation of graduates. Nor should we

assume thatevaluation%of graduates and assessment of individual competencies

have the same purposes or 4ims.

Because so much program evaluation has focused on the evaluation of grad-
.

uates, there has accumulated a significant amount of information on the sub-

ject. We find, of course, thAt in the area of graduate assessment have oc-

curred our greatest number of mishaps and total disasters. Use of program.'

evaluation in an attempt'to guarantee individual competency has resulted in

many institutions attempting to evaluate the entire population of their grad-

uates, with an almost universal lack of success.

NCATE published in 1970 the first revision of its standards that required

institutions to evaluate their graduates and use the results of these evalu-

ations for program modification and long-range planning. The Council's intent

was to complete the loop of a system by providing feedback on program output

in conjunction with other evaluation data that could be used to modify input

and process variables. We' now have a ten-year history of efforts to evaluate ,

programs, providing a reasonab le basis for drawing some conclusions about thi

efficacy of teacher education evaluation on a national scale. We regret to

report that these efforts have been Less than impressive.

32
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For the, past two years violations of standards of program evaluation have

constituted the top two reasons for denial of NCATE accreditation for both

basic and advanced programs. Even where denials did not occur, lack or'

effettivei evaluation systems led the list o weaknesses cited for

baccalaureate and graduate programs at 143 institutions reviewed.

Where prograils failed there generally was no lack of motivation. Evalua-

tion of graduates and other aspects of Progam assessment have become the most

common topics at seminars, meetings, orientation sessions, and anywhere else

accreditation concerns are raised. We recognize that in'some instances tech-

nblogy of measurement simply has not risen to a level consistent with profes-

sional expectation. Yet with that concession notwithstanding, we have observ-

ed many common pitfalls that almost guarantee the failure of eff &rts to evalu-

ate graduates.

Institutions that concentrate their evaluation activity on the assessment

of graduates frequently tack this evaluation on to preparation programs almost-

as an afterthought. Rather than construct the concept of evaluation of gradu-

ates into the general evaluation system of a program, many institutions pay

little attention to evalAtion until they begin to prepare for an NCATE evalu-

ation or other program review. Some institutions regard program evaluation

and national accrlditatiOn as one and the same thing. (One result of this has

been that insitkitions attribute great Cost to NCATE accreditation because

they add every nickel and dime spent on evaluation to the total accreditation

bill. The difficulty,in .countering' this claim is that the only reason many

schools do conduct evaluations is because of accreditation. Few successful -

program evaluations are,conducted'when the only motivation is to "pass profes-

.sional muster.")

the least productive approach to program evaluation has been that of

evaluating graduates through attempted surveys of entire graduating classes.

Institutions have demonstrated 0 fundamental lack of Ability to track gradu-

ates 'and sustain contact with them. This has resulted in survey returns -of

40% being considered phenomenal, with normal returns frequently running at

less than 15%. Low return rates breed problems of sampling. One must ask who

are the respondents? Those who are unemployed, angry at their former institu-

tion? Those who have enough time to write nasty responses? Or are they the

r
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extremely dedicated who enjoyed their program and would not criticize it ,even

constructively? 4.
What questions can one ask thatwill provide useful informationk Surveys

must measure what they can, not what may actually be there. The result is

that graduates are asked to respond to mundane and nebulous questions: "What

did you feel was-the most important aspect of your training program?" "What

did you feel you missed in your preparation program?" Answers to such ques-

tions are predictable and less than helpful. Individuals respond. that the

most important aspect of their program was student teaching. They usually in-

dicate tlipt they needed work in discipline. These responses tend to occur

even when individuals have had inordinate amounts of student teaching and when

classroom management and discipline. Were primary components of program exper-

ience. We find that surveys often measure not the knowledge and skills stu-

dents acquired in the program, but what common wisdom tells them to think they

acquired, or did not acquire. Surveys tell us' more about peer knowledge and

group methodology than they do about preparation programs completed by pro-
.

spective educators.

P

Surveys of em foyers have also proved less than helpful. One midwestern

institution rec ( ntly.became sopicious when for the third consecutive year

certain employees of their graduates responded with almost identital comments
.

of praise for program graduates. Neighboring institutions were therefore con,:

tatted to determine the nature of reset:irises they were receiving from these,

same employers. Some were amused to find that the same principals and super.

iptendents who had indicated they would hire no graduates other than tiioie

of a particular institution, had told competing institutions the very same

thing. Although exceptions doocdur, in general employers seemed unwilling to

be candid about the quality of personnel they hire at least when responding' to

mailouts. Perhaps to be critical would be to criticize their own selection

and employment procedures. Some, may actually fear legal reprisals from ciliti-

cized employees. i

Another common problem with surveys is that they attract informatiem that
. .

4

is not current. Many schools report that when they do receive constructive

information from respondents, it is outdated. Former students criticize pro-
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fessors who have not been employed for years and courses that do longer are in

the curriculum., They typically advise that coursetvork in reading and special

education should be added when it probably becime a part of the curriculum

years ago. Survey techniques tend to ask simple questions and evoke simple

responses--gut level reactions that may be no more timely than they are accu- .

rate. Su*Veys do-not get at classroom technique, level of knowledge of the \.

teaching speciality, or anything else that one would normally list as high on "

the priority of essential knowledge and skills for educators.
-

'Evaluation efforts often fail because they-are insufficiently financed.

The adage that one gets what one pays for could be no more true. than in ref-

erence to the assessment of graduates. A last-minute,
it

one-page survey ques-
. ---

tionnaire will glean about as much useful information as the time and money

that go into such minimal efforts. The last place one wants to become stingy

is in the area of evaluation. If done appropriately, evaluation can actually

save money by making programs more cost effective, to say nothing, of impr'oving

general-academic qualiiy.

It is,not my assignment to describe successful program evaluation activi-

ties and techniques. But with respect to the evaluation of graduates, I wi)1

note that NCATE has found
;

the most successful evaluation systems to be those

that employ sampling, suttain contact with a limited numbgr of careful_ly-

selected, representative sraduates, and that place 'evaluators, in' the .field,

rather than rely exclusively upon surveys. All too frequently, institutions

completely overlook such face-toLface techniques as interviews of graduates,

their employers and st lents. Sampling the opinions of a diverse population

of graduates, their ptrs and employers, can provide terrific insights into

program needs, not only for pre-service preparation,,,bpt for in-service pro-

gramming as well. Many institutions overlook the potential of internships and

other residency exper,fences that could provide opportunities for acquiring in-

': valuable feedback on ;the performance and Capabilities of graduates and those

Who supervise them. Argyris and Schon (197) have demonstrated that some

residency or internship for teachers and school support personnel would go far

in providing invaluable data on program strengths and weaknesses:*

. Chris Argyris and Donald Schon, TheorY in Practice: Increasing
Professional Preparation. New)fork: Jossey-Bass; 1977.
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Using Results of Prograrb Evaluation

As common as any problem with.evaluatton, efforts has been A general in-

J clination of professional faculties to ignore results coi, program` evaluations.

Even in some naMonallyaacclaimed effortf,scant use of information resulting

from'ithese evalliations4has been made by resident faculty,* One cannot expect

merely because an evaluation effort bears fruit', that teacher educatorswill

beat down the door to acquire criticisms that might suggest need for program

modification and change, reordering of departmental priorities; or--God hel

usreassignment of faculty.

If an evaluation program is, in the final analysis, to be ultimately suc-

cessful in modifying faculty behavior, then from the outset it should involve

program 4ulty in articuAAting evaluation efforts with program. aims and

objectives..To do less is to guarantee failure of the'evaluation mission.

Again, program evaluation should be comprehensive, examining the curricu-.

- idol, procedures, and processes that affect student admission, courseware,

clinical and field experience's, as well as the evaluation of graduates. In-

stjtutiRns that fail to assess the function or uality of any of these compo-

nentt clearly limit not only the success of t eir evaluation. effort, but also

severely restrict the probability of academic ccess.'

Summary

To summarize, here are 12 suggestions of what not to do if one aspires to

-establish a successful program evaluation effort:
.

. r

A DOZEN DON'TS

1. OON'T tail to evaluate program entrande,variables, including admission
criteria, counseling procedures, and other factors that may affect opera-
tions throughout the entire prograir.:

2. DON'T. fail to evaluate the criteria and procedures of program retention,
incldhing assessing the 'effectiveness of screbningmiteria, procedures
for counseling.Out the unsuited,- and fdr determining remedial procedures
for those whoSe performance is minimal.

.

3. OON'T'expectAvaJuation of professional Otograms to result in tight sta- .

tittical datf-that can be interpreted with little judgment. Professional

decisioris are: subjective ones.
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4. DON'T place all your eggs in one evaluation basket.' Diversify. Provide
checks And balances, for the testing of validity throughout the program.

5. DON'T expect program'evaluation efforts to bekuccessful if conducted on-
ly sporadically. Evaluation should be an integral part of each aspect of
the program from planning to execution, from admission to graduation./

6. DON'T try to get by' on the cheap. You get what you pay for in program
evaluation. Evaluation efforts usually are cost effective. Their pri-
mary value is that they spotlight areas in which fiscal and personal re-
sources. are being wasted, as "well as those components that are function-
ling efficiently.

4. DON'T fall into the trap of assuming that the assessment orrhIlndi-
A vidual skills of graduates is equivalent to.the evaluation of pr grams.

8. DON'T bother with correspondence'surveys of employers or graduates, un-
liss this is the final resort.

9. DON'T fail to use interview fqktniques. Concentrate opportunities af-
forded by practica and interns-MO for. acquiring face-to-face reactions
to questions regarding program oper4tiOn.

10. DON'T Ighore important evaluation feedback even if it is critical and --------
'politically unpopular in the short-run. Data supporting negative conno- .

tations can best be handled when kept in the context o long-range plan-
ning

DON'T assume that just because evaluation data are availabit that indi-
viduals will automatically use it to modify and improve programs. A

-cdhscious effort must be mounted to schoolfacUlty and administrators in-
to employing evaluation data in planning and program modification.

12. 'DON'T, treat evaluation as an afterthought or. conduct program assessment

becadse some state department or accrediting agency requires it. An

evaluation should be as much'a built-iri component of professional pro-
grams as

.

curricula, clinical', experiences, or any other fundamental part.

10.
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USE-ORIENTED EVALUATION

James R. Craig
...Ronald D. Adams

Western Kentucky UniVersity

INTRODUCTION

4

Evaluation of teacher education programs has been a topic of intense

discussion both inside and outside the educationaltoommunity in the last

decade. The focus to a.large degree'has centered on practical considerations

related to data collection and analysis methodologies'appropriate for use in

assessing the effectiveness .of special public school programs, federally

ported projects, and the like (e.g., the classic Campbell and Stanley (1963)

text): kts-6-diiffng this period of time, a great deal of journal 'glace has

been devote, to the theoretical aspects of evaluation, in teacher education,

such as formative 'andillipmative evaluation (Striven, 1967) and goal-free

evaluation 401Criven, 1972), as well as. models of the evaluation process'

(Popham, 4972; Wortmad, 1975; Stufflebeam, 1978). In all instances, the

emphasis has primarily been on method. .

In the past decade, however, many individual!, involved in evaluation

have become increasing14 aware that evaluation is not "method bound" but

rather is bound by the social/political context within which evaluations are

conducted and data are used (Weiss, 1972; Suchman, 1972; Mathis, 1980).

Ideally, evaluati6ndaka are used to make objective program decisions regard-
.

ing program development, modification, operation and the like. However, it

often seemt rare that evalAtion data are used in such' a direct, straight-

forward manner. Therefore, one of the primary evaluation concerns in recent

yeats has been the development of ways to obtain more effective use of evatu-

ation data in program decision making. (e.g., Patton, 1978; Mathis, 1980).

The important term is use.

The definition.of use typically advanced is that use occurs when evalua-

tion data are directly employed in objective, observable ways in program mod-

ification and operation (Cohen, 1977; Patton, 1978 -; Mathis, 1980). ' However,

S.
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such a definition does notfully, incorporate the social/political context in

which programs operate and the fact that evaluation data constitute just one

of several bits of'dformation that entered into program decision making in

teacher education (e.g.,, governmental statutes and personal gain). A more

realistic view is that use df evaluation data in program decision making is

almost always diffuse nature and not always*(if ever) directly observable

(Patton, 1971) use 41 an iterative process which,focuses on the assimilation

of evaluation nformation into the decision making process.

How then'can evaluation systems be structured to better use the data

which tht systems provid e? We believe the answer to that question is to

develop evaluation systems for use in teacher education where the emphasis

from the' very beginning on building mechanisms to increase the systematic

incldsion of evaluation data in program deCision making: The evaluation sys-

tem we intend to present fA year consideration focuses on use and was de-

veloped out of both. our ownattempts to conduct evaluations of programs and

in trying to assist others.' Many .tf the ideas are not new; most, if not all,

have been directlyisuggestedyr at-least.anticipated in one way or another by

others who are actively involved in evaluation. What is new is the emphasis

on use and the manner in which ,that emphasis is incorporated into teacher ed-

ucation evaluation systems.

4

4 BASIC PftEMX(E;
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. .

Our proposals areOasediJon the following four premises:

1. The purpose for establishing an evaluation system for a teacher edu-

cation program is td provide felevant: meaningful information to be systemat-

ically
-

incorporated into pfpe dedision, making. Establishing' an evaluation
..,

" ace for an NCATE-system simply to have
!

one.in E visit cannot land should not

provide the sole motivation..: The NCATE standards are well intended, but it
11,

remains for us, the profeSsi*al teacher education community, to give these
z., .,

standdrds meaning and valae--especially regarding evaluation of our own

,programs.

2: All individual responsible for program implementation and operation

should be identified. e organizational, structure within which most teacher

39



education programs operate and are evaluated can be represented by the hier-

archy shown in Figure 1. The chief administrative officers (usually a dean or

department head)" is the individual responsible for establishin thee

parameters (e.g., the allocation of resources) within which progr s must

Operate. Also coqpined within the typical orgenizational_structure'is a

program administrator ,(e.g.., a departMent head or a coordinator) charged with

operating the program, a program staff (e.g., a departmental faculty)

responsible for delivering program services, and program participants (e.g.,

undergraduate students) viho are the individuals who receive the services the

program was createdjo render.

3. If evaluation data)are-to be effectively used in program decision

making, then individuals at all levels of a program must be involved in the

evaluation effort. This nleans that not only program administrators and pro-

gram staff must be includ4 in the development and operation of the evalua-

tion system, but that adM.Thistrators higher in the organizational structure

must also actively participate in the evaluation process, incorporating the

evaluation data into .their own decision making regarding programs and related

policy concerns.

4, The evaluation of teacher education programs must operate within the

organizational framework which currently exists. Furthermore, evaluation

should be a part of the ongoing operation of the program; it should not be

perceived as a "lay-on" by administrators, legislators, or other ."outsiders."

In addition, it should be realized at the outsetathat it is very unlikely

that new monies will be made available to fund program evaluation efforts.

Evaluation will have to occur within-the context of the operation of on-going

teacher education programs, planned professional development efforts, and

related activities.
t)

USE-ORIENTED EVALUATION

The use-oriented -evaluation system we propose is composed of five com-

ponents (see Figure 2): Initiation and Verification, Planning; Implementa-

tion, Data Collection, and Feedback and Utilizati4k. These Components are

V
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each discussed ,below with the focus being what can be done to increase the

frequency of use of evaluation information in program decision mak

Initiation and Verification

A summary.of the organizational chart as it reflects the activities at

both the Initiation and Verification and Planning stages is presented in

Figure 3.

The impetus for implementing an evaluation system may come from outside

or from within the organization. Regardless of the source or the position of

the initiator, the Initiation and Verification phase of an evaluation ulti-

mately must begin with the chief administrative officer responsSible for, the

program unit--usually a dean. Without that individual's understanding of,

commitment to, and approval for the evaluation of a program, the evaluation

effort will not be successful.

Individually (or perhaps with the assistance of an experienced evalua-

tor),.the chief administrative officer should conduct a preliminary overview

of the evaluation and an analysis of its various ramifications. The infept

is to identify the chief administrative officer's perceptions of the pres4nt

institutional and program circumstances, the ideal progo.am, the need to con-

duct an evaluation, the possible options for implementing the evaluation, the

Possible program implications that Might be.suggested by different evaluation

data,.and the resource restrictions within which the evaluati6n must be con-

ducted. The objective is NOT to have the chief administrative officer estab-

lith the form and substance of what the evaluation should be, but rather to

provide her /him with an understandinkof how the evaluation process may oper-

ate. This process will illow the administrator to realistically set the

parameters within which `'the evaluation must function (e.g., the budget),

develop a commitment to the evaluation process, and identify possible program

decisions which could result.

If, at that point, the decision is still to institute an evaluation sys-

tem, then the preliminary review should be repeated/A*5T those individuals

within the,organizition who servererthe primary decision makers for the pro-

grams to be evaluated. The decision making-team should be identified by the

chief administrative officer. It should be composed of individuals who col-
.
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.The planning and evaluatiOn team is the primary initiation and opera-

tional force in an evaluation effort. The team determines the details of the

evaluation (e.g., the types of data to be collected) and is responsible for

commun,cating to all concerned the form and substance of the various evalua-

tion ectivilies. So that the team can function effectively, it should be

composed of both forma,1,,4M informal program leaders and be limited to a max-'

imum of ten members. The exact composition of the team will be specifit to

each situation and determined by Sul thl-,0 as the number of program $taff,,...st_i

the leadership style of the chief administrative lofficer, budget restric-

tions, and similar' factors.

The planni.ng and evaluation team has four charges. First, it should

create a viable, flexible, workable evaluation plan agreeable to the team

members that includes at least the following characteristics;

a, a specification of the evaluation data required to make decisions

regarding the present status of the program (within the boundaries establish-

ed by the decision makers);
N

Of

lectively facilitate the establishment of specifid program goals, functions,

and operational procedures, as well as those who are responsible .for

decisions regarding Program modification .and continuance .an assistant

dean, a department head, and a 4rogram coordinator). The same considerations

addressed by the chief administrative officer should be addressed ,by the

decision making team. In addition, this group should determine the

procedures for the creation of the planning and evaluation team.

b. the rated importance of:the various data'consistent with the teach-

er education program goals, and ot6ectives and the current knowledge regarding

effective teaching;

c. an identification and listing of the possible sources of data;

d. an evaluation of the pogsible.data sources and collection procedures

in light of access, cost, developmental time, staff development needs, and
TI

time delays;

e. a priotitization of the possible data sources and collection proce-

dures in terms of the evaluation .data required end related resource restric-

42
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tionS;

f. and, a description of the available data collection procedures se-

elected and/or adapted, new ptocedu'res developed, and the data collection

training required if any).

The second charge ofisthe. planning and evaluation team should be to

create an effective, operational communication system. The communication

system should be used during the development of the evaluation plan to ensure

the involvement of all individuals in planning and modifying the evaluation

system. Ir implemented properly, the systemishould function after the evalu-

ation plan is operational to disseminate evaluation data to all concerned
w

faculty and administrators .for use in program decision making.

The third charge of the team s uld be to designate someone to be the

revaluation mapager. Space does not erri-t us to fully elaborate the rote of

the evaluation manager. At this point it is sufficient to say that the eval-
. .,

uation manager should ses.ve as the team's executive officer and be respon-

sible for the "nuts and bolts" ,implementation and operation of the 'evaluation

plan. The person probably should have the needed technical skills although

these could be acquired through training) and should be a capable ,group
.

facilitator.

The fourth charge is that the planning andevaluation team -and the eval-

uation manager should identify and.establish an advisory group consisting of

field based educators. Input from the practicing arm of the teaching profes-

sion isibriecessary to gain the perspective of the school administrators who

will ultimately employ graduates and the perspective of the practicing teach:

,ers who can provide expertise gained from on-the-job experience. Others who,

may be important members of an advisory team would be university educators in 4

.areas other t4n teacher education (e.g., content areas and data pro-

cessing).

. Implementation and Data Collection

Implementation and Data 'Collection reflect the activities associated

with the operation of the evaluatioh plan. Briefly, the evaluation plan

established by the planning and evaluation team 4hould be specified to the
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extent that procedures for data collection are established.Z include

selection of instrumentation and data collectors, procedures for selecting

participants, and identification of data management systems. The evaluation

plan is then implemented and operated bythe evaluation manager under the

direction of theeplanning and evaluation team.]

'Feedback and Utilization

One of the .most important aspects of the evaluation system is the

development of an active, effective communication system that is continually

operative from the very beginnings of the evaluation effort. It is extremely

important to realize that the generation, dissemination, and utilization of

evaluation data is NOT a lock-step, linear sequence (Havelock, & Lindquist,

1980). As was noted earlier, evaluation of teacher education programs as

conducted within a social/political environment. Therefore, the key to the

successful operation of an evaluation program is continual involvement of all

individuals concerned through an ongoing exchange of ideas and values coupled

with the evolution of a commitment to make the. educational program the best

it can possibly be. The form that any particular communication system may

assume ina given instance will be peculiar to thaVituation. Regardless of

the particular system that evolves, the emphasis should be on the effective

use of evaluation data in prograM decision making. As evaluation data become

available, the data sheuid be systematically reviewed, assessed, and inter-
,-

preted by all those involved. In this regard, there 'are several important

considerations. 'First, the evaluation data should be analyzed and presented

in a form that is both consistent with the program objectives and readily

understood by the users of the information. Second, there must be a formal-

ized process by which these data are reviewed by all staff and applied in

making program decisions. 'Third, the change process should be documented and

the evaluation system reviewed in light of any changes made.

CONCLUSIONS

We beliftve that involvement and "evolvement" are the keys to the

development of evaluation systems where evaluation data are effectively used:
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First, policy makers, administrators, and program personnel at all levels
A

must be actively involved. They all should participate-in the determination

and operation of an evaluation system if it is to be one where the data are

validly collected and analyzed and one where the data are seriously reviewed

and considered in making' programmatic decisions'. Second, it should be real-
. .

ized that evaluation must be viewed as iterative in nature where both the

evaluation processes and products evolve over Lime.. The system should re-
.

flect current concerns but also be flexible enough to adapt to new and chang-

ing needs. If we want evaluation systems for our programs to be something

more than decorativieornaments, that is, -Of we want them to provide useful

information.f6r plogram decision making, then we must position them ip the
0

It

forefront so that we might adapt t em for their most effective and efficient

use in meeting the needs of he education profession we collectively
t

serve.
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DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS FOR MEANINGFUL TEACHER

EDUCATION EVALUATION

;)
Jerry B. Ayers

Tennessee Technological University

Evaluation of teacher education program graduates has been one of the

most.difficUlt problemsogicing institutions of higher education during the

past deCa4p; Various institutions have attempted to develop models for eval-

uating the product,j.e., graduates of a teacher education. program; however,

- only a li,,$ted number of institutions have implemented a comprehensive model.

,Alestern Kentucky , University (WKU) and Tennessee Technological University

, (T1111).are-two Adsti.tutions that have developed.and implemented models for the

evaluation of teacher education graduates, The models serve as a guide for

**gathering evalUative data that c be combined with other information for the

purpose of ev ating the t- cher education pAgrarn. The institutions have

been employing t ese models (or over eight years for the purposes of curricu-

lum development a im ement. The models are still incomplete and inade-
.

oats; however, much information has-been gained about evaluation of teacher

education graduates, and a definite set of characteristics have evolved which

can form the basis for the develo---pment and implementation of teacher educa-

tion follow-up,evalu4tion models by other insiitution.

n Characteristics

Ten major -design characteristics are essential for a meaningful pro-

gram of teacher follow -up, evaluation. This section presents an outline of

each of thesecharacteristics,.some of the probteis that might be encountered

if the characteristics are not considered, and a summary of Row the charac-

tertistics have been made a part of the models employed in follow-up studies_

of thgraduates of the teacher education programs of WKU andTTU.

1. The faculty, administration and'governing body of the InstittrtIon must
. be committed to conducting a program of teacher evaluation.

If an evaluation system is developed in a vacuum without a1equate input
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from the faculty, the results. of the evolution effort may be Iptt. The,

fiactilty are the primary consumers of the results of a program for the evaluate

tion of teacher education graduates and if they .are tomake use of the data

and results fitm the study, they must have, adequate input in order to answer

questions they have relative to program development and improvement. In a

similar manner, the administration and governing body of an institution must

be involved in the project, n order for them to unlerstand and Avide the

needed resources for conducting the evaluation
,

involvement and commitment on- the'part of the

governing body of an institution, thvevaluation

program. . Wittiout adequate

faculty, administration and

prwram cannot lucceed..,

At Wal anloTTU, the initial'impetus for the development and implementa-

tion of the Woaels carne from efforts to meet the evaluations standards'of the

Natibrol Cdunc(i for Accreilitation of Teacher Educatio0/(NCATE). However,

the faculty, administration, and to'some.extent the governing bodies of the

institutions'were involved in the prOqrani of.evaluab4on from the very begin-

ning. In this manner, the faculV.and adminiitration felt the project was

part of their efforts in program develoPnieni and improvement.

t -

a

A teacher evaluation prograrmust be viewem as a part of the total
teacher education program and not as an isolated project.

Industry spends a signif4cant portion of. its resomrces on product eval-

uation. All industries i4 the competitive market-plaCe have systematic,

'Mid procedures for testing how well its products perform the functions for

4hichbhey were designed. IrTstitutioniof higher education are only begin-

ningto realize the value of, the industrial model for the evaluation of its

product, i.e.,°the graduates of its:programs. It iS realized, however, that

the application of the industrial model is difficult wlen dealing with peo-1

ple. Teacher follow-up eyalliation must be integrated i4to the total program

of teacher.education.
f

rest must be alloC4id to the evatua-

tion egts2rts and they must be made a Part f the 'total teacher education pro-

gram.' If a teacher evaluation progrto ts
.)

.carp -ied out in an isolated manner,

the results will riot find .their way into the total program for thg. prepara-

ifciori'of teachers'. The evaluation efforts would thus be lost for purposes of

p

I
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program development lind improvement.

WKU and TTU have had systematic .programs of teacher follow-Lip evaluation

for over eight :pars. At each institution individualS have been assighed the 0
responsibility of conducting the evaluation effOrts and sufficient resources

have been allocated foi, carrying out the evaluation studies. The administra-

tion of each of the institutions supports the evaluation efforts and have

made every effort to. provide the needed resources.' The teacher evaluation

efforts have been built into the total program for the preparation of teach-
,

e r s .

3. A teacher ,evaluation. program must be specific: yet reflect the total

teacher education effort. The evaluation efforts must reflect the goals
and objectives of specific programs and the ()venal] program for the

trtining of

Training programs include general knowledge which is'common for al] pizo-
.

spective teachep, and specialized knowledge which is applied according to

the level or area of teaching.. Most institutions train prospective elemen-

tary teachers,.seCondary teachers its a variety of fields, and possibly spe-

cial educatiorteachers: Evaluation efforts must include not only, elements

tummy to teacher training but.to training for Work in a specialized
.

field. For example; the training tKat'proSpective teachers receive in meth-
,

ods of teaching. varies from elementary 'to secondary programs of study. This

variation must bt reflected in the evatUation program that is established.

Also, within a teacher training program there 'are certain common elements

whiihmilust be valuated, for example, basic ,education- requirements which in-

clop competency in such areas Ps basic'psycholopy,'social foundations of ed-

atien, and history and pfiiloSophy of education.

The specification of objectives for the training. of teachers is an in-
,

herent element in an adequate evaluation system. If the plan for the evalu-

'ation of teachers is not based on both the specific and general objectives of

..the teacher education program, the 'evaluation may turn into a useless exer,.

,cise. The -result4of the evaluation effort would not be 'tied to any specific

effort OA may have been made lithe teacher training program. *The instru-

, ments used by WKU and TTU to collect data reflett'the specific and general

of
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Objectives of the-programs for the.preparation of teachers at the institu-,

tign.

4

4. An evaluation program must be continuous and longitudinal in.nature.

In order for a program of teacher evaluation to be meaningful, it must

be cohtinuou? andshoujd be longitudinal.' For effective program improvement,

4iere needs to be a continual input from the graduates of the program. As

was pointed out earlier, industry uses a continuous model for evaluation in

order to change and improve its products. The analogous situation holds for

programs which train teachers. Programs of evaluation which are not contin-

uous neither allow for measurement of changed that may take place in a pro-
.

gram, nor for determination of developing oroblIgn areas.

The models that are in use at WKU and TTU have been in continuous opera-

tion for over eight years. In the case of the model used at.WKU, data have

been collected from'graduates during student teaching and their first, third

'and fifth year in the profession. Data have been collected each year from

the first through the fifth year for graduates of programs at TTU, A new

group of graduates enter the evaluation system each year. It is felt that

the systems-which are in place will continue on an indefinite basis.

5. 'An evaluation,sgrogram must 'provide for and reflect a knowledge of the
state:-of4he-art in educational research and evaluation fis it relates to
teacher education.

'4 The state-of-they art of teacher evaluation is in a continual stale of

change. Since the early sixties, many resources have been allocated to the

study ofeff4Wve teaching, and in the seventies a number of individuals and

institutions developed models and plans for the effective evaluation of

teachers. If an -rnstitution is going to develop and operate an effective

plam. foi the evaluation of teachers, it must constantly be aware of the

research-based changes which are beins, made in evaluation. It should be

pointed out that NCATE Standard 6.1 states, "The institution keeps abreast of

emerging evaluation techniques and engages in systeriatic efforts to evaluate
.

the quality of its graduates upon corppletion of their program of study. and

after they enter the teaching pi:ofession (Stentlards: 1979, p. 11).
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WKU and .TTU to regularly monitored the researchiliterature related to

teacher evaluation. The basic models that were developed nearly a decade ago

are still being used; however,, changes have been made in the instrumentation

and other aspects of thee programs that reflect the results of reseal) on

teacher evaluation,. These two institutions have maintained continual contact

for the purpose of sharing 'information. Reokly, through the efforts of the

Research and Development Center for Teacher Education at the University of

Texas aBd oterS,"a network of individuals interested, id teacher evaluate

is Being formed (Hord & Hall, 1978).

program must refleet thorough planning prior to imple-6. An evaluati
mentation.

The implementation of an evaluation program nithin an cinstitutfon can be

a difficul task. Adequate planning prior to implementation is essential if

Aatthe ob' lives of evaluation, i.e., program developmeet.andimprovement, are
.

to be recognized. Following are six important point's that must be considetei

in planning and implementing a program ofteacher evaluation.

a. Cooperation of Schools

Prior to the initiation of any type of study of the graduates of a

teacher education program who are practicing teachers in the sohools, it is*-
'9

essential to obtain'the permission add consultation of school administrators.

Also, it may be necessary to con'sult With and have the permission of local

teacher' negotiating groups. For example,.in some areas of the country exten-

sive follow-up evaluation in the schools has not been possible.,because the

local bargatoinggroup for the leachers did not Take provision for, such ac,

tivities in the schools,4or would not permit such adtivIties.Pnoe they might

infringe upon the system of evaluatioo already in use In the. schools. Ade-

quate permission for data collection iri the schools is essential if a projett
.

of teacher evaluation is to be a'success; Without such permission and a full
,

understanding on the part of the school :administrators'of the.use of
,

the .

data which is to hie collected, the project tannot succeed.

b. Subject selection .
. .

.

. .

'Various methoils exist for the selection of suajects1 taking into'consid-
.

Orati,on the constraints that were imposed in (a), above. The baec premise
. .

S
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of Subject selection is that the process mist be a defensible system and

should be the same from year to year. It appears that the most practical

system of subject selection, even though it is not the most defensible from a

scientific point of view, is to select teachers from a pool of those gradd-

ate wh volunteer to participate in the project.

c. Data so rtes

Evaluation of teachers can be approached from several standpoints. Data

collection should no.t,:however, be limited to only one source (for,example,

only the graduate). Frequently, in the past, institutions have sought evalu-

'ative dataty simply asking the graduate to rate the value of certainiexper-
.

i'ences that were a part of their ,teacher training program. Although this is

inadequate source of data, it is an important source. Data for an tide-

()pate evaluatim program should be collected from a variety of sources, in-
..

cluding the teachers, the teachers' supervisor and peers, their studentsand

probably mo.st Importantly, by independent observers in the classroom.

d. Quaiititive'and quantitative

As ami integral part of any evaluation effort, consideration must be

given to-both qualitative and quantitative data collection. Quantitative

data can readily lead to analyses allowing for the'use of inferential statis-

Cics. however, in many cases qualitative data can be more meaningful and

useful to fazulty and administrators in program development and improvement.

e. Points ordati collection

The points of collection of data in a teacher evaluation program must be

Planned prior to'implementation. Various plans have been used in the longi-

tudinarstudies that have been reported in the literature. The most common

systems which are in place include data collection during student. teaching

. and the frrst, third and irfth year after entering the teaching profession,

or data tollection
0
durtng the first year after entering the teaching No.61

and each year thereafter for up 'to five _years.' Little useful data with
,0, .,

regard to program' improvement and development can be ,collected after five

years,because'of a -number; of factors. Pt is essential that data be collected

luring the first ye4r after-entering the profession and for at lAst one or

more yeirsup tQ five years. If such 'a plan for data collection is not ini-

tiated at the start of the evaluation project, much useful .data may. be lost.
. ,
. .

.e ..

.:
4

. , 4 ,

.... .
. L,
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Data collection, instrumentation and personnel training

0 Initially a system,foli data collection must be developed. As a part of

this system, instrumentation must be selected or developed which can be used f

to.ocollect quantitative and qualitative data that will measure the achieve-

ment f the objectives of the preparation program of the teachers. Numerous

s an rdized instruments are in existence; however, it may be to the advan-

tage of the institution to develop instrumentation that will better meet its

particular needs. As an integral part of Ui"e development of the plan for in-

strumentation and data collection, personnel who will be used to collect data

must receive special training. For example, if a system of.Tnteraction anal-

ysis is to be employed to-collect data in the classrooms of the'teachers,

then the research assistant or data collector must receive adequate training

in order to collect valid and reliable data.

(
Throughout the life of the 'evaluation project, instrumentation and

methods of data collection must be *systematic. For, example, Iffrone type

instrument.is used one year and Uhe.following year' a second type of 'instru-,,

ment is used, data from the two data collection periods may not be compat-

ible; Thus, one or more years of useful data may be lost in a-longitudinal

study. Instrumentation and 'a plan for data collection must be developed

early and must stay in place for several, yearsi Also, personnel must receive

adequate training each year, in order for data to be compatible from year to

year.

g. Comments about planning

If any one of the above constraints relative to implementation of a

teacher evaluation program are not followed, the results of the project may

be suspect and will be of little use for program development and improvement.

WKU and ITU(each have developed detailed, plans for the implementation of

their follow-up studies. The plans are rather detailed and space does not

permit a lengthy description or the projects at this point. The reader is

referred to Teacher education program evaluation and follow-up studies: A

collection of current efforts (Hord & Hall, 1978) for T-ocre complete de-
.

scription of the implementation of the projects or the College of Education

of the two institutions.
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7. An evaluation program must reflect the most efficient use of re-
sources for data processing, storage, retrieval and analyses.

Prior to the start of a- eacher evaluation project, an institution must

inventory its resources rel tive to those available for data processing,

storage, retrieval and analyses. A decision must be. made at the start rela-

tive to the amount of data to be collected and stored and how it can be re-

trieved. Access to a high speed digital computer is essential if a large

scale project is attempted. For.eximple, one. institution attempted to repli-

cate the teacher evaluation model that is in use at WU.. The institution

found tnat after collecting data for one year on a sample of 30 teachers, the

computer available on their campus did not have adequate storage space avail-

able. As a result the data analyses had to be carried out in a cumbersome

manner resulting in tne need for additional resources.

WKJ and ITU have been fortunate in haviqg access to large scale compu-

ters wTtwadequate storm The problems of f'ata storage, atialyses'an6 re-

trieval nave been minimized. It should be pointed out that both institutions

have had serious problem's witn data management and control. these problems

have been due to the large amount of data collected each year and kept in

continuous storage for use in making comparisons across years and for special

analyses.

8. An evaluation pro ram must provide for an effective communication
system 'for input in o the evalua n process an Tee back o evatua ion
in mation.

Ther.e ust be an effective system of communication for input into the

project from the faculty who will eventually use the data and results of the

evaluation program. In turn there must be an effective system for communi-

cation to the faculty such that the results can be used in pOgram develop-

ment and improvement. The most efficient system for providing faculty input

into the project is to make certain at the outset that the faculty feels

is their evaluation program and therefore their input is of value and use.

It should be pointed out that NCATE Standard 6.2 states, "The institution

regularly evaluates its teacher .education programs and. uses the results of

its evaluations in the modification and improvement of those programs"

(Standards, 1979, p. Without an adequate system of feedback into the
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program for the preparation of teachers, the latter part of the Standard

cannot be met.

WKU and TTU have developed programs for the feedback of information into

the programs for the preparation of teachers.- Both institutions use a sys-

tems approach forth e operation and evaluation of their programs. Thus,

there are natural built-in feedback loops. On the mare practical side, the .

institutions prepare reports on a regular basis that are made available to

faculty and administrators, as well as special reports and papers relatiVe to

specific areas and studies.

9. An evaluation program must provide for a workable system of evaluation
data utilization in program decision making.

_The success of an evaluation program may be measured LM the use that is

made of the results. If the results from the program are not used in a mean-

ingful manner, then the evaluation program may De a total.failure. Dissemi-

nation'of the results of the evaluation program may not be sufficient to make

changes and needed improvements in a program for the preparation of teachers.

The institution must have a built-in system for the utilization of the re-
.

sults of the evaluation program. As was noted under (8), a systeMs approach

to the training of teachers can have a built-in subsystem or feedback loop

that will make possible the use ofthe results of a teacher evaluation pro-

gram.

10. An evaluation 'program must have a component to assess the effec-
--77.7tiveness of the evaluation process.

Industry constantly evaluates the standards and evaluation procedures

that it employs in the evaluation of its products. Any evaluation program

should have a built-in system for assessing its effectiveness as a tool for

gathering data and making meaningful decisions. Therefore, the program for

self-assessment may take the form of the external review by consultants or

an internal review by the project staff. Such a subsystem within the evalua-

tion system should be developed at the beginning of the project. WKU and TTU

have developed systems for review of their evaluation models.
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Summary and Recommendations

This paper has described ten characteristics that must be takeh into

account in the development of an adequate system for the evaluation of teach-

ers. To reiterate: (1) faculty, administration and goverAing b9dy commit-
.

Bent to the eval,uation process; (2) the evaluation program must be an inte-

gral part of the total program of teacher education; (3) the evaluation PrO-

gram must be based on objectives and be spetific, yet 'cover the =general edu-

satton of teachers; (4) the program must be longitudinal and continuous; (5)

the program must reflect the state-of-the-art of evaluation; (6) .the program

must reflect thorough planning; (7) adequate compupr resour=ces must be

available; (8) there must be an effective feedback system; (9) results of

the evaluation must be usable in decision making; and (10). the evaluation

program must have a self-evaluation component. If these characteristics are

not inherent in a program of teacher evaluation, then the system may not be

adequate, and consequently the results may not be usable for program develop-

ment and improvement.

Although this paper describes evaluation of classrQoy teachers, grades

K-12, the design characteristicscoey be applied to almost any model for the

evaluation of personnel completing programs oriented toward professions in

the schools (e.g., Principals, superintendents, curriculum supervisors, coun-

selors, and school psychologists). It is recommended that any institution

establishing a program for teacher education evaluation give serious consid-

eration to the design,characteristics outlined in this paper. It is.felt

that the institution will have fewer' problems, a more efficient system that

will meet NCATE standards, and furthermore will blimore useful for program

development and improvement,
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FINANCE AND RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS RELATIVE Ty %

'TEACHER EDUCATION EVALUATION

Edell M. Hearn
TennesseeTechnological University

It is sad but true that many, if not most, institutions of higher.learn-

ing have neglected the evaluation of their graduates. Teacher, education in

this instance, however, has gone far beyond most of the other professions.

Central administrations at mast colleges and universities have been reluctant,

to fund the programs for the evaluation of graduates This, indeed, is

strange in a time when more and more eapha'sis is being placed on the "qual-

ity" of the instruction being provided; namely, how well the" graduates per-

form. This impetus without a doubt has been related to the expenditures for

various prOgrams.,

In Tennessee the Tennessee Higher Education Commissioh has implemented a

system whereby each institution is evaluated annually based upon several cri-

teria that supposedly relate to the quality of instruction. One important

criterion is how well graduates perform on specified objective measures.

This is one of the first efforts in the nation to conduct such an evaluation.

Irrespecttvelof the various constraints in conducting evaluations of gradu-

ates, the fact remains that if programs of teacher education are, to be im-

proved theretustbe an ongoing evaluation of how'well the graduates perform'

as they exit their programs of study and after they enter their professional.

roles. No matter how critical one may be of teacher education, it is obvious

that the profession is trying hard to increase program effectiveness based

upon results-frokfoflow-up studies and evaluation of graduates. The only

national accrediti§ association for teacher education (NCATE) is placing

more and more emphasis on the evaluation of teacher education programs and

graduates. In 1979 more institutions were denied accreditation because of

deficiencies in governance and evaluation (Standards 1 and 6) than in any

other area (NCATE, 1980).

The entire issue of denying institutions NCATE accreditation if they

failed to meet all of the standards in a given- family of standartds, namely,



9

the ls, 2s, 3s, etc. which would result in automatic denial of accreditation,

came About because so many institutions "were failing to meet the standards on

evaluation and governance. The first vote of the Council on this issue

failed. by one ;rote. *A year later the issue was again raised by the Stan-

dards Committee and the Council voted to approve by two votes. Since then,

the Council has asked and approved holding in abeyance any further action un-

til more input can be gathered and analyzed from the various constituencies

of the Council. Steaming ,-from the _actions of the Council 'related to the

family of standards issue was the development of Evidence Questions relating

to all of the standards fiTT a modification of the standards on gover4ance.

It goes without saying that teacher education evaluation must be con-

sidered a necessary part of oyerajl teacher education programs. The impor-
N-.;

Lance of teacher education evaluation'is unquestioned. -This being true, ir-

respective of the' -MATE or other standards, there must be adequate resource

allocation and funding for the many activities that musteoccur. Those indi-

viduals who'control resources in an institution must foresee that evaluation

is absolutely necessary for program modification and improvement. If'a pro-

gram is to be accredited or r4accredited by.NCATE, there must be a systematic

effort to evaluate "program and product" in teacher education. This evalu-

ation must be directly related 6-the objectives of the program.

The cost of effective and meaningful teacher education evaluation often

requires a re-examination of available resources within the control of the

institution. It is. unfortunate, but it does not seem likely, that the pros-

pects for outside funding-for
.,
evaluation will be forthcoming. Very few funds

from outside sources have been allotted to evaluation iffonts. In some

institutions that have education foundations, some funds have been utilized

for follow -up studies in 'the evaluation of graduates. In the main, however,

it appears that the fi %nce and resource allocations will have to come from

the university, collegd, or department. The amountof finance and resource

allocations is dependent upon the comprehensIvineSs of the teacher education

evaluation system. Probably, the greatest cost will occur for the initial

implementation of the evaluation .system. After the system has become

operable,. the maintenance of the system will not be so costly. During the

first year there must be considerable resources applied for staff development

1
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time, for planning, training, etc. The key factors related to cost, of

course, will be based upon the design, instrumentation utilized, and imple-

mentation of the system. The amount of money to be expended will vary also

according to the site of the institution, the number of graduates, sampling

techniques, whether direct observations of graduates are to be made, etc.

As a medium sized, multi-purpose university, Tennessee Technological

University hai developed an evaluation system based upon the AACTE model.

Basically, the system incorporates four modes of gathering evaluative data:

(1) students; (2) self; (3) immetiate supervisor, principal, etc.; and (4)

trained observers. More information concerning this system is available from

the College of Education, Tennessee ,Technological University, Cookeville,

TN 38501. Following is a summary of the approximate project costs at

Tennessee Technological University for'1979-80 (Ayers, 1976).

Estimated Yearly Costs for Conducting Follow-up Evaluation
Studies at Tennessee TechnologiCal University

,

3, 1/2 -time raduate Assistants for Tabs. ,.$7,155
academic r' at $2,385 earth

1/4-61an year for Secretary at $9,400/yr. 2,350

Mileage for visitation in classrooms lw- 1,400

7000 miqes at $0.20/mile

Communications (postage.ard'telephon0 < 600

*Supplies and PrintinOpaper, envelo'pes, forms, etc. )\ 500"'

.

Total Direct Costs $12,005

1/4 -man year for Professional Employee. % 6,000

. '

Indirect Costs (overhead) 3,000.

Total for all Costs $21,005

Elimination of the requirement for extensive visitation could potential-

ly reduce the Direct Costs for the project to about $5,500 and the Total for

all Costs to about ,$11,060.

A
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'Reasonable follow-up studies can be implimented on a limited budget and

still provide very useful information. Follow-up mail surveys can be carried

out at a cost 'cO about $0.50 per subject (exclusive of personnel costs).

Such surveys are essential for gathering routine information for the develop-

ment and implementation of larger studies such as the Tennessee Technological

University, Teacher Evaluation Model.

The Evaluation Model can be implemented at smaller institutions 'with

limited budgets.. As was noted earlier, data about the graduates are col-

lected from four sources, i.e., the graduate, the supervisor or principal,

f studeits of the gradOte, and independent observers. The largest costs are

associated with sending independent observers to work' in-the schools to

gather data on a firsthand basis. If this later step can be eliminated, the

costs associated with the project can be greatly reduced. __At the present,

time studies are underway to predict the results.of te data gathered by

independent observers based on data from the other sources.

Personal data about graduates can be gathered by mail surveys, from uni-

versity records, and telephone calls,. Information from employers can be

gathered through structured, mailed questionnaires and telephone calls. In-

formation from students of the graduates can be gathered by mailing survey

instruments to teachers and in turn asking them to administer these to their

students. Direct evidence of classroom interaction can be collected by such

individuals as student teaching supervisors or principals (It should be noted
lb,

that these individuals must be carefully trained). Also, data can be col-

lected by use of audio tapes or video taping in each teacher's classroom.

Again, these items. can be handled by use of the mail system.

Altkoughthe,validity and reliability of the data may be lower, it is

felt that much useful research data can be gathered,. using the above tech-

niques, that will aid in satisfying NCATE standards.' In turn, and most im-

portant, it is felt,that'improved systems for the training of teachers will

result. g.

One possible way .to improve teacher education evaluation systems and de-

crease costs would be in establishing a national network of institutions,
0 41..

seriously involved in teacher education evaluation. Through such a network

there could be a sharing of results of particular sources of .data or effec-.
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trueness of changes made in programs. Also, assistance could be provide in

selecting alternatives which wouldave a higher potential for Success. If

such a network were established it would be extremely important for all in-

volved to be participating and not simply being involved just to gal-n infor-

oration.

In conclusion, following is a list of considerations on how program

evaluations may occur by taking advantage of existing resources (Adams,

1981).

1! Take advantage of field-based faculty activities. Supervisors of

student teachers and inservice activities- provide opportunities for faculty

to collect follow-up evaluation data. Appointments may be made with gradu-

ates to obtain evaluative information to coincide with other business in a

given location-or area.

2. When students are evaluated durlbg the preservice program, these

data may be designed to provide useful information abo ut the student's pro-

cress. Similarly, systematic and standardized supervision of student teach-

ers may provide valuable "exit" data at little or lo extra cost. Entry data

that can be us4d for"- evaluation purposes can be obtained through the inclu-

sion of selecteI instruments in the initial packet completed by prospective

teacher education candidates.

3. Limit the data collection activities to those students fn counties

or school systems within a reasonable geographic location to the university.

Thi$ m ay, however,'affect the validity of some of the findings. Care must be

taken inspAying the data. If the validity is questioned it m ay require a

wider sampling.

4. .One approach might be to select:6inch mark school distr,!s as units

for he evaluation graduates within a school district on a re-

curri g basis. This is particularly viable if school districts will help in

collecting some types of data not available through a more limited Contact;

5. A major expense category will probably be the data processing re

qulred for a complex -evaluation system. This is in the form of both the

,hardware (computer), software (computer programs), and the personnel 'required

to maintain the data,set. This could amount to a sizeable cost, particularly

for institutions that do not have the technology readily available. One ap-
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proach to redUcimg theSe

institutions could shpre

The *cities would have

reduced if theseinstitut

ing tem Separately.

costs is tough cost sharing, whre two or more

the cost .of data procesSing, storage, and analysis?

to bq agreed' upon',,but the costs could be greatly

ions shared the
1

cost5 instead of each eillOptain-
. .

.

.
.

1'

6. It mac be adyiSableito form multi - institutional consortia. This may

provide,a way to reduce co4s, .particularly44 some. aspects of theb.eiallia-
\. , .

tion system. the problems with multi-institutional arrange&nts are obvious:
4. .v.

institutional integrity, decision making,, logistics, Competition for ..stu-

dents, etc. The` one problem that is a-,,disactlintage is the possible reduction

in fadiltyownership ficl ultimately 're`Jetticu of the evaluationprocesS If .

Arit 41.

this barrier could be obviated, the multi-institutionaF.approach might be

quite attractive, particularqy to'4mall institutions. .

It is recogntzkrthat this paper has nat included very many specifics

wivich wou1d'relate to all institutions rerative to finance and resarce

cations for teacher eduCation evaluation systems. Hopefully, however, the
"-

case has been `made that 'to improve teacher education prograbs ,and .products,

there must be'substant/al exanditure of (ads allotted to teachir education

to carry Out 4 system of evaluatiod thAt.will be suceessful. We in teacher

'education must continue Co try to improv.ter programs. The times call for

"proof" .that we .are truly preparing Indq. uals who can perfOrm effectively

in the world of flie teaching profession. This c of be done without a good
,

\evaluation sistem.
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WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM EVALUATION?'

"Gene E.Hall
Research and Development Center for TeachervEducatiop

The University of.Texas at Austin

Exploring the future of teacher education program evaluation is a

difficult and risky task for many reasons. The teacher education program

evaluation and follow-up (TEPF0 movement has gradually develOped over the

last ten years, the principil drivfngforces having been the work of ten to

twelve dedicated individuals and the requirement of ICATE.standards '6.1 and

6.Z. There does not appear to be a major ground swel l of interest in TEPFU

just around the corner. Doing TEPFU studies is hard, complex work, sometimes

discouraging to prospective researcherst and so' not likely to attract large

crowds. Study designs are imperfect and the data are dirty. Thus it is
,

unlikely that earth-shattering findings will emerge in the near future which

would grab the attention of the mass media. Also, it, is a fact of life in an

Einsteinian .universe that one cannot see the future. f

Regardlesslpf the problems, conditions and reasons why the future can't

be predicted with accuracy, I accept the challenge to use this oppOrtunity to

reflect on the TEPFU movement. I will also comment on study desighs and pos--:

ble influences that I predict for the next few years. In Pr%paring this

paper One concrete recommendations manifested, which'I would like to offer

about the directions I feel the movement should take. These recommendations

are within the realm of what we can control. I will also do some speculating

about t he future in areas where1we have little or no control. My recommenda-

tions for the controllable future Makp some sense; for the uncontrollable

future my guesses may help us'4to anticipate some of the pressures that will
, P

be placed on us. In neither case do I see profound breakthroughs,.great pub-

4

1The research describetliglin was conducted under contract with the
.1

National Institute of EducarTETh.7) The opinions exprerssed are thoswof the
.author and. do not'necessarily reflect the positiop or policy of thOgRational
Institute of Education. No 'endorsement. by the National Institute' of

Education should benferred. . -
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lic acclaim or a large number oftrants tomiag to or out of TEPFU activities.

I do believe, however, that there are some things we can do to enhance the

quality and quantity of TEPFU studies and the use of study findings.

The Development of TEPFU: 1970-30
.

Teacher education program evlauation and follow-up studies came. into

their own 'in the 1970's. The AACTE stimulated paper by Sandefur ok070)0 the

CBTE movement and the federal emphasis on evaluation of everything catalyzed

different ways of thinking about teacher ,education program evaluation: In

the past, program evaluation consisted of course grades, data from the place-

ment office about the number of graduatds who went into teaching and the AC:

casional mailed questionnaire to post-graduates to find-out what they remeT- .-

bered'bout their preservice program. In the 1970's the evaluation.questioris

became a little more focused and there was increased emphasis on follow-up

studies, and within-program evaluation to a lesser extent. The two research

questions most'frequently,addressed were: (1) What are graduates.of. preser-

vice

..

teaCher education (PTE) programs -like after they go into the -field?

And, (2) What are the immediate effects of different courses and exper-

iences? %-
. .

'With the early lead of Adams and Sandefur at Western Kentucky UnixersitY%

and Ayers and Hearn at Tennesseg,Technological University, data began tob
ollected about graduates one, three and five years after they left the pr'o-

, gram. The CBTE movement encouraged program evaluatiOn efforts which looked"
,

at the immediaN te effecrt of certain. program components at such institutions. f.:, ,

as the University of Nebraska, University of Houston, gregon.College of Edo)?

cation and Weber State College. And in the late 1§70's Kevfn,Ryan recruited
J.

six doctoral students to do an in-depth ethnographic itudy, of first .Aar
teachers. In addition, NCATE and a few states (e.g.,Ohio) began 'to push .,
documentation of teacher education program effectiveness and fol -(9.f. t
graduates.

t .

There were' other studies, institutions and persons who could be identi-

fled, bur for put-. purposes here the ones cited prollide an overall picture of

how the 70'15 developed: One additional trend out of the 70's that is impor-

tent to .note is the gradual development of an invisible college or network of

ts,
g
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the actors who are concerned with the conduct of TEPFU studies (Cooper,

1979). The Texat R &0 Center. has participated in this. Note that to date

this network has served primarily as an internal support system for TEPFU re-

.4 searchers 'and not as much dissemination andsupport building.

In summary, during the 19791,00 eeriod the following occurred:

1) TEPFU emerged as a distinct area f study.
2) All studies were done in relation preservice programs.
3)' Studies focused on within-program of s and follow-up of

graduates.
13 The number of studies and institutions in olved increased.
5) TEPFU became required for PTE program acc editation.
6). Individuals and institutions involved est blushed a network.
7) Some of the same measures were used acros studies.
8) The overall amountof activity, number of actors, and data base

increased-dramati011y.

Interestingly, in a'clecade of high federal evolvement in all aspects. of
.

education, to the best of my knowledge no TEPFU activity had direct federal

support. ,The awakening of the need for TEPFU studies and the support for

'them has been done by individual institutions and dedicated individuals with
.

little or no-outside'encOuragement and reward. The TEPFU'ers of the 197P's

should'be applauded for demonstrating the kind of initiative .and commitment

that means professional teacher educatidn.

pngotherIchara.cteristic of TEPFU studies in the 1970's that should be

6entiongd was the "whacking" at*different parts of the teacher education con-

tiKuum 'without maintaining a picture of the totality. Some institutions Ando

researchers devoted nearliy all their energies to collecting data

rn ;longitudinal studies of graduates. Others Carefully tesad individual

ouries and modules, while ,some focused on initial teacher selection, The

studies tended to.reflecl an overemphasis upon particular points, along. the

teacher education continuum and-particUlar components of a teacher education

program, withoutpaythg-equal attention to the interrelationships with other'
yo

parts -of 'a Orogram,..or the overall continuum. there was, furthermore, very

little success in dev opihg effective strategies for using thel.esults of

TEPFU studies tochang presei-vict programs.

If the above are a few of the highlights of the 70's',.then what would be

reasonable recOmmeOdatlons and predictions for the 1980's? These are the

.
. .%
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topics to be discussed in the remainder of this paper. rirst, the framework

of the teadher edlication continuum will be described. The continuum will

then be used to. rais questirins about present study designs and to .make

recommendations*" bout' .how TEM studies should be focused in the future.

This we can control'. The final parts of the paper will be reserved for a few

speculations about what lies",ahead, over which we haVe little or no control.

Note that mdst of my remarks will come from the preservice perspective Vince

that is where the activity hasbeeni

-0 .

The Teacher Education Continuum

One of the important philosophical. pushes at this time is the shift away

from thinking of teacher education as a dichotomy consisting of preservice

one cell and inservice in another. Instead of viewing-teacher education from

the point of view of distinct college courses and random inservice training
NO

experiences, teacher education is now being viewed as a continuum of "les-

.sion-long development. From the teacher's perspective, teacher education is

a continuum of experiences from early entry, to preservice teacher education

(PTE) "induction" (i.e., early inservice) to the career-long inservice

Phase.

Viewing teacher education along,a continuum is not only important for

program development, it is. also important to the design of PTE program evalu-

ation. To illustr'ate thf relationship between the teacher education continu-

um and TEPFU consider Figure 1. Jn this figure the various'phases along the

teacher education continuum are named. The figure also identifies key points

for data rollectrion. O's, representing "observati&ns," aee used to mark

'these points. Note Mat the type of program (e.g. elementary, 'secondary,

CBTE) or.the types of measures (e.g., questionnaire, observation, interviews)

do not need to be differentiated here. The assumptions ere that the frame-

work is Simple enough to apply to most teacher education programs and that

multiple measures would be required at each O. Although this framework looks

Overly simplisticgit can be. used to point out, someof the futility of the

"whacking" that was done in the 70's and, to make my recommendations for the

fueir. /
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In ,designing a TEPFU study or.any other study the first step must be

deciding on what questions to ask. The research question/s sets parameters

on the study design and the variables to be assessed. Some of the different

TEPFU questions that could.be asked are summarized in Figure 2.

The variables to be assessed obviously dictate the measurement options.

For example question 4, "What are graduates of our PTE program like?" would.

require a different study design than would be required for the question,

"How long do teachers maintain the skills that they had at the time of PTE

graduation?" The first question only requires one time data collection at

Point 03. The second Question requires longitudinal data collection at

times 03, 04 and on to Ot, with the same variables assessed each time.

All of these questions and some others could be asked, but all do not seem

equally reasrmable. Unfortunately, many TEPFU studies in the Past have not

filly developed their questions or the reasoning behind their designs, as

will be illustrated below.

Recommendations for Future Study Questions

Several,TEkU studies in the 70's placed heavy emphasis on the follpw-(tp

of graduates. The standard design was to collect data .0 1st, 3rd and 5th

year teachers. 1.question the utility and validity of doing more of these

studles. Ayers (1980) and Adams (1979) have reported little change in find-

ings across cohorts .and that the third year data reflected; the.ghighest level

of functioning". (Ayers, p. 29). 1 contend that it is Ilighly 'unlikely, that

the effects of a preservice progr4m can be Ostiluishe from other interven-

ing variables a'fter the first year of inservice. The induction phase,which -

is not addressed in the U.S. but is in the U.K., is sucb 'a-powerful treatment

that any residual unique preservice program Offect4 would be washed out.
s.

Even if they were there, it would be impossible to measure them. with today's

designs and measurement technologies.

If some agency has need for data about teachers' Skills as they move

through their career, then- that agency-should support the nOcesslri.longi-

tudinal study. It is not directly usefipl -to institutions whO are respodsible

for initial training. The TEPFU focus for pfelervice progl"apii should be on
.

(I) assessing teacher knowledge (i.e.., cogn)tile compearncies) and (2) their

.

'
9

f
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teaching ,skills (i.e., Performance competencies) at the time they exit the

program, not long term follow-up. Some program development informe-

r:.

)tior; might be obtained from following a sample of teachers during the inducl.

Lion phase, but there is no apparent reason for the preservice institution

to follow them into full inservice. Now, if a teacher education instiieution

plans to become involved in teacher education for the induction phase (TEO

then further follow-up data would be warranted.

Another point, which has recently been proposed by deVoss and Hawk

(1980) and Borich (1980), is collecting teacher "need" data from inservice

teachers as a part of PTE/TEPFU a'ctivities. Now, I have always had 'a'hard

time understanding )he logic behind needs assessments. I don't see how a '

teacher can tell yOu what they need when, by definition, they don't know what

they don't know. So how can they tell you what they need? Tney 'can identify

problems and concerns tpugh.

But the concerns model (Fuller, 1'969) and other developmental models

demonstrate that teachers .at different points intime perceive that they have

different kinds of problems. If the devel4Mental models are correct, a

teacher changes in concerns sA/he moves along the teacher education con-

tinuum. Of what use 6 a preservice program is extensive information about

the needs of teachers five years after greduation who are significantly more

mature in their pr4fessdjal development? Right now we don't even address

first-year teacher concerns in preservice programs. Once again, I would

argue against multi-year follow-up studies -for preservice program evalu-

ation.

As Tom (1980) has pointed out, PIE institutions now receive NCATE credit

for doing TEPFU studies. Neither the quality of the study nor the quality of

the PIE graduate affects program certification. I* suspect that quality

checks on graduafes'will continue,' to be; pushed by state competency tests. I

hope that these quality checks will consider both cognitive and performance

data. Clearly, TEPFU studies need to do this. Survey questionnaires with

codise happiness coefficients are very weak data to use in refining programs.

Hopefully, teacher training institutions wilt establish their own quality con-

' trots without outside force being applied.,

'The movement toward "common core" instruments is encouraging (Schalock,
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1979). The,only way that cross program comparisons will be possible is if

the same data are collected for each p ogram. The resistance to agreeing on

measures may indicate some resistant to having cross program comparisons

made.

Another step which needs 4o be taken is to collW the same data at each

point along the continuum. Some changes in measures should be done to incor-

porate nekethodolagies, but any study questions that require comparison at

two points in time require that the same data be collected at both points.

Although this is an obvious point, why are there so few instances of the same

dariables being measured for preservice and then in follow-up studies?

Future TEPFU studies should look more closely at within-PTE program fea-

tures courses, faculty, modules, field experiences) to determine what

effects each nay. The global assessment of teacher characteristics at 03

does not nelb In program refinement unless we also know what the specific

effects are of different parts of the program.

In summary, my recommendations for the near future in areas which we can

conirol.are:

1) Cut follow-up studies back_oto first year follow-up only.

2) Focus studies.on assessing the effects of basic components
'1,44 of ttiePTE program.

. 3) Continftthe move toward common core measurek
'4) Give some thought to what the significance of the induction

phase.

5) ,Be sure the study design will address the prespecified study
questions,

6) There should be study questions.
7) Collect the same data at different.points in time.

8) Although not mentioned specifically above, limit the studies to
what can realistically be done, and insure that the findings are
used.

The.Uncontrollable Future

Much of the future is unpredictable and much cannot be controlled. My

guesses of the moment about TEPFU over the ,next several years are as fokt;?..,

lows:

.1) Continued boot strapping. .1 do not see policy makers, funding agen-

cies or program developers becoming overly excited or even particularly in-

71
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terested in TEPFU findings. I do not wish to be a prophet 9f doom and gloom,

but- I just do not see a pot of gold, glory, or even much interest in the work

of a few very dedicated *individual efforts.'

2) New study sophistication. The "how to's" have been worked out and

the track record of the 70's demonstrates that TEPFU studies are manageable.

We also have baseline data on many programs. In the 1980's 'the studies

should be more focused, more sophisticatedin design and should use measures

with increased reliabilities and validities.

3) Network building. The network of persons and institutions involved

in TEPFU actiiitles Should continue to grow. The network can provide mutual

suppart,and increase 'collaboration. It )5 important to the movement that all

members be supportive. Even when there are ideological differences, it will

be important to address these in Positive ways. The network is too fragile

to support warring Camps. Criticivn in the form of attacks, no matter how

well intentioned, wall fracture rather than help to bGild a stronger net-

work.

4) Micro-computer data bases. With increasing use of micro-computers

for program management and monitoring, an expanded data base should become

readily available for TEPFU studies. For example, many of the process and

cost duestio'ns should be addressable by Analyzing program management data.

5) Use of TEPFU findings. Developing strategies that will facilitate

use of TEPFU findings to modify programs will continue to be a, problem. We

are a data collection profession, not a data using one. The problem is` much

larver than TEPFU, and one that seems to defy solution. Perhaps this* very

challenge is one that TEPFU people could address as part of their research.

6) Inservice TEPFU. Teacher education occurs across the professional

i:ontinuum. In the 1980's induction and inservice teacher education program

evaluation and follow-up studies should emerge as important activities.

There is little or no data on the effects of induction and inservice programs

in,this country. In fact the emphasis of the TEPFU movement could shift

toward these activities. One spin-off of this could be a larger number of

individuals and institutions who are interisteditin TEPFU activities and this

could lead to more national attention and better funding.

,..1.J
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The preceding have been some thoughts about the future of TEPFU. There

are many teacher educators who see the importance of doing teacher education

program evaluation and follow-up studies. There are even some who will use

the findings. The movement was born in the 1970's; now all we'have, to do is

help it grow and contribute to the improvement of teacher education at all

points along the continuum.
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Figure 2: TEPFU Study Questions

.

Number Data Questions

1 .01 What are the charactYristics of preseryice
teacher education applicants?

2 Or What are the contents and processes'used'in
PIE?

3. 0
2

What are e Immediate effects of particular
PIE p cesses and contents?

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

)

03

03.
-

01

01 0
- 03

0
3

- 0
1

0
3
2- 031

What are the characteristics of PIE graduates?

What are the immediate effects of the PTE
program?

What is the relationship between characteristics
of graduates and their entry characteristics?

How do the graduates of one program compare
with thgraduates of another program?

0
5

What are the characteristics of teacher's at the
time of their full certification?

.

0
5

- 0
3

How does the induction phase affect teacher
characteristics?

0t.- 0
5

How do teacher characteristics change across
years of inseryice?

0
8

- 0
7

What are the effects of a particular inservice?
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". . . And then someone on the accreditation team

said, 'You don't meet our program evaluation and
follow-up standard'.!" 8.1



TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM EVALUATION

A SEARSH YOR ALTERNATIVES

Tom Savage
Texas A&M University

-4

Any discussion of teacher edricatjon' pr gram evaluation and follow-up

is certain to raise the anxiety level. of tpfather educatprs. The discovery

that weakness in program evelua n is a major cause of acCreditation_de611

by NCATE is certain to eleva blood pressure of. those charged with prograM

eualuation responsibilities. What causes the anxiety is a lack of knowledge

Of alternative evaliration,models. This void is clearly illustrated by the

emphasis that has been irlaFed on the practice of mailing questionnaires to

graduates and their principals. When the obviods weaknesses of this data

gathering practice are pointed out to teacher educators, they .have difft.ilty

'Stating alternatives which are fimible'and cost effective.

Perhaps the first step that is needed in generating alternative models

is to address sortie, basic questions' aced assumptions which guide curpercrprac-
gm, -

tice. This is an especially crucial task because many teacher educators feel

that aecreditihg agencies are operating on somelkssumptions that have ques-

tionable validity. A case fepoint is the assumption thatifdata supplied by

graduates and principals Qf. graduates is a .sufficient data base for making

program decisions.

The typical expectation that a follow-up,of. graduates is needed to

determine pro1ram effectiveness appears to have a certain amount of face

validity. However, a bit of probing uncovers some-conceptual weaknesses...,

This requirement presumes that there is a greatIdearof similarity in teach-
..

ing environments and a consensustf criteria teacrer effec-

tivenes's. Such is simply not the case. The criteria used by one principal

might be quite different than the criteria used-by anotherzlincipal. This

expectatiire seems to assume .that all data are Of equal worth and only on in-

terpretation of tie data is thought to be feasible, reg4r4lisT of the trite=

ria used by the person perforMing the evaluation or the environment where the

. 79
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teacher 'is 'employed. If a negative evaluation is received it is interpreted'
. . ,

to mean that something is wrong with the preparation of 'the individual.
Proponents of the follow-up stu use the industrial model as" an exam-

,. ,
pl(i. pity point our that just as industry is willing to -gdaFantee .a pro-,. --7- .
du4t, so sbotild teacher education _institutions be evaruated by the perfor--
mance of their products, It should be noted., however, 'that most manufac-
turers gualintee .a product only

1if it is used as intended..
..

/I case might be
..

midge4Virplillny t4 eacher educati on
.

gradUates are pl aced i n settingst where they
% . . .

are unable to perform as intended.' . . . .. .

Another unstated assumption of follow:up studies is that the teacher
' 'preparation program has'some long term effect* on a given-,graduate. There area

gryinds for challenging this assumption. .plumerous lAtetvening variables such
4 .

els tbe,natuce of the se4ti rig, Pressure from* teaching p rs, the style of the
administrator and. ttle avai labi li ty of inserfice opportunities either rein- .
force or negate the.effecti. of a- teacher preparation progralii) To expect a

, "young ineWArienced teacher to persist in certain behavior patte'rns, acquired
II )

in their, preparation program tthat might bti odds 'with the status quo is im..
real istic / - %

While most teacher educator's d9 accept the notion of being held account-
,

9. ab.l'e for the quality of their gitaduates, they wonder ii9they should be held
accountable for the performance offrgraduates in an, types of situations and
for an indefinite, period of time following'graduatipn. While there are many,
calls. for . "proof" that teach& education Institutions are .preparing
individuals"wilo can Perform= well as teachers .what sort or data is'nee4d to

,..s4sPl that proof? This, is one of the major issues which. needs to
<

addressed . : / , . . ,. -...z, . F> .

The Hall paper in this 'pliblieatiOn assists in he s'earfor alternative
mlidels by suggesting Vat` teacher education. be viewed 'as.tea continuum; which

incluilessevek al evaluation points. each ,cif these program evaluation points . h

poses a .different ,queitipn .sand, requires different dat'a. It might be added
d- that different, agencies stiould be responsible for data gatliering at these

, dirferent'evaluation points: ' .
- . 4 ...\. .,

For exampfe, 'the progr evaluation conducted by %Ai tutions of higher
education should be focused on the, priagr am objectives and 'the accumulation of

. ,;IP ..

. .4 I,
I. '.. \
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.
evi'dence relating to. whether or not atandidate has me those 'Ives.

ThiVtype of program evaluation model would have the advantage. of pr. iding

. feedback that could be stied to specific program components. i This woad

facilitate program improvement am!' change. A rather, rigorous set of exit

level requireMents could include such things as they impact of the student
f

archers on learners' ,ichievemeni This. would require greater emphasis and

mor attention_to-4e student teaching component: But'this is something the

cancan and should control. 'Any discWssion of program evaluation by
.i

, .. accreditatio- n agencies and other interested parties could then bedirected tto.
,

. , . .

the a rOpriateness of the rogram objectives and the quality of evidencg
t

use o support program and,iclertific.tion decisions.
,

ante. The follow-up of graduates might best be assumed by the state education

. agency. The model being developed in Georgia which includes rel4ional-assess-
,

.

ment centers staffed by individuals specifically trained to do in-clasi ob:

. -
servaation and charged with the responsibility of evaluating all'fiettiyear

teachers fits well with this concept. Data could then by gathered' regarding

the performance of graduatei n.a..statewide 04SiS using a .consistent' set of

criteria. ThiLwouJd be a m sounder evaluation process than what is cur-4
rentlil practiced. .

[. e

\ 4Ih conclusipn,4what i rkeded In. order to advance thei 'state o f" the art

are alternative program evaluation models. The absence
,,

of viable models has

led toihigh levels of ..anxiety and frustration. A criticaJ element in gen-
/ 0 .

eratila. these alternatives is tht questi'derig of s6mei basic assumptions.,

'Whed this' is done, altaale.4"41trcan be prppolked which meet the criteria
.. -."2"-

of an effective evaluatid6iprogrim..; . 4
» .

.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION: WHAT, WHEN, AND MOW?

Ted White
'Glassboro State College

a

There appear to. be four general areas in which sdiscAsion was focused
,

by the participants iri our group. The areas break out something 14e this:

1) What.shduld we be evaluating ?; 2) When should we evaluate tt?; 3) How

should we evaluate it?;and 4) What should we do with it? Each question is

discussed separately.

that should we be evaluating?

In the case of this first question, there was consensus that the overall

effort at program e a1uation should determine the extent of match "between

program outcomes and rofessional'mmunity needs. That.isean effort needs

to be 'made to shape: n evaluation system that will yield data useful in as-

sessing the extent to which this match exists of doesn't exist. Of course,

the position presumes th-it: on the one Kan ,vie have a handle -okprdriisiconil

community 'needs and On the other hand we can devise an otialeative system car.

Npable of assessing the degree of program /community match. Thekiecond part of

between the process el.al-

l-ow-up by' itself does not ,

, A

'that front-ind'evaluatinn

r

the first question .(what) involved the, relationship

uation and product evaluation'oof the program. Fol

represent total program evaluation in' the same way

by itself .does not constitute total ovogram'evaluation. There is a need to

articulate infernal instructional evaluation (courses,,:admissionOinqruc-,

tioNclinital work) along the way with the'evaluation methods to 4ft employed

during follow-up.
.f ;

When should we evaluate?
,

0

I'halie to an extent touched upon the'tecon4 area of discussion, namely

when should we evaluate prOgeallit. Again, there was a general consensus th

follow- up.evaluation. by itself will not speak to' the mpltiple concerns

pr'ograin,evaidation. A greater effort,needs,tj be undertaken in longitud

to cbllection with prescribed access points for data, collection identified.

.40
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The opportunity wilfthen be available to use the data formatively with a bit

more precision khan were we to rely solely on follow-up data exclu-
:N

,
. *sively. . -

I
ow should we evaluate? . ,

The thir3Td general queition and the one which generated the most discus-

sion was: How shgold we evaluate whit we're evaluating? There appeared to

hy widespread agreement'that an early identification of fnstructionaland

frbgram objectives would be a necessary precondiljon for the design and

plementation of comprehensive epluation. The full involv Tent of the,teach-
.

dr education Community (perhaps including the practicing pr fession) would be

essential 'for buildingownership and giving the evaluation pro4es-svalidity..

Third, overt 'teacher behavior during direct classroom observation is insuf-

fiCient'by itself- to be considered program evaluation. What and how teachers

think may be as impOrtint as 'how they act. Also, long-termYollow-up (be;oni7

IA! °one or two years) may not be very reliable aniftherefore probably not cost

effective. That may be true to the extant the training program is conceived

as a four or five year inciusive pei-iod with no systematic continuing in-
.

volvement of the pagram beyond the-fourth or fifth year. Should-the system

of training be viewed differently; that is occurring beyond a fixed four or-

! five year period, the evaluativ, strategy will: li,Kewise need to viewed

differently,

.

to

What should we dp.with it?
.

The last quesition dealt with inithis:group was, the "say what" duestiOn:

`What should be do With it once'wesife do4 it? Again, there was general
.'

.

agreement on twb points First, there 'needs to be a4deliberate effo0 to

'create the feedback loop between . evaluation and program evelopment (or re-

/
development as the case may 'bele If'we complete ,the evaluation only,to have

the data spend its days in archives' we obviously are not serving' the profes- -P

sion's best interests. . 42k. f .
Lastly and of substantial importance wat the universally held/ belief

that TERFU should Opvide the vehicle for the pres#4ation of evaluationvpro- :
-.. .1

grams currently in'place or under development with a discOksiori of conceptu 10. . ..

ft.
414
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'featureso operational preconditions, implementation problems and benefits,

cost effectiveness and most .importantly what difference has been made as a.

consequence of the program. The ginse Stsharing that was evident in this
4. 4

entire program needs to be.le)panded pl--a of pedple,ready to share

tdeas, success and failUre.ejor us tO do less would be to ignore the evalua-
.

4kt/ion evidence thit the sessioptbghd.
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Gary R. "Galluzzo
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University Of Wisconsin- Superior
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PROGRESS IMEVALUATION OF TEACHER EOUCATION.`

,
VernonsOravland

University of Lethbridge :

.: ,

Evaluators and researchers in education operate-within a great dilem- .

.
ma, Aspects of this predicament were evident at this conference. 'To Mus-

. :

trate, let us draw an analogy between education andone of the sciences, for
...

example, mathematics. The knowledge bases of education and mathematics are,

perhaps, too diverse for comparison. However. /; we an make a rather interest-

ing comparison if we compare the levels of ignorance in "thetwoareas. The

ignorance isi education is very unsophisticated, while that in matheMatics is
.

very sophisticated. It'takes another mathematician to recognize the igno-

rance displayed by a mathematician. However', even the "most ignorant" can

propose what may appear to be very good, solutions to very complicated prob-

lems in'education. The key word here is "appear" since research in education

is actually much more complex than that in mathematics, partly due to the

large numbers of extraneous variables which ar&difficult to control. To use

another example, during the development of the atomic bomb in the 1940'sh

scientists were able to define areas of-Ignorance thathad to be overcome in

order to develop the device. Teams of researchers were then assigned to each

problem area and one by onethe areas of igndrancewere eliminated. Defining

areas of ignorance in science is not always possible but more likely in

`Science than ,education'.

We do not know what we do not know in education, and therefore cannot as

easily define the variables -or arias that require study before ;e.can6solve a

particular problem. Research in both education and science tends to create

more questions tha

tend to diverge from

Answer-As not found,

tioq. This does not

n 'answers. However, in educatio these questionl 0

)Sthe initial problem. In 4he ph cal sciences if an

the research tends to at least, $ elp clarify Ahe'ques-

imply that there are 1)) surprises ih the results of re-
.

. .

search in the sciences, but the questions thar.art

convergent in nature. The situation in evaluation i
. .

area more likely to be

outgrowth ctf the

a
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situation in education research. Since our knowtedt:lbase, which normally

comes from research, is inadequabe, thf theory of eva tion is'inadequate.

It became obvious from the paper presentations and discussions at this

conference that researchers and'evaluators in education are concerned not

only with the knowledge base, but also with instrumentation, procedures and

administration of projects. Again, in comparison With the instrwment0aVair-

able for physical. scientists, those available for educatio rdearchOs are

highly unsrphisticated. Researchers in the sciences are continually develop-

ing new procedures. These procedures and technique's have always been much

more precise and universally accepted than those in-research or evaluation in

education. In the sciences eliminating areas of Ognorance is' like fitting

piec'es into a jigsaw puzzle. in education research and evaluation we seem to

/4.0nSack a well-articulated "framework" within which we can define our tasks and

4 -our areas Of ignorance. This may be the reason for lack of a unified thrust

in education.

During this conference the problem of evaluation of teacher education

programs was attacked from many and various points 0.4/view. Discussions__

focused on everything from the initial conception of the evaluation design

through"the administOttion of the project and the resulting changes in the

teacher education prograrfi,-t-bacle to the conceptiOn of a new design. Inthe

discussion group it becamedquite obvious that important philosophical differ-

Inces avong the various institutions might necessitate that different ap-

,prdaches to the evaluation of teacher education' programs 66 developed;

Despite the desire expressed by participants for. adequate evaluation of all

aspec,15',0-ilh teacher education prolr am, the primary concern centered on a

system cfor:generating Sian" in ,the program.based on the results of the

; evacuation, Therefore the central problem appears to be the establishment

within each teacher educ ion institution of an organization whiob would

design'an al fon system that would (1) be acceptable to the people

Tesponsi le for the teacher education program, and%(2) develop a system with

the most ffecti've "state-of-the-art" procedures and techatques, in order to

maintain ctedfbility withinthe institution as well as in the teacher educa-

tion acadeiic community. The prpenters made many excellent recommendations

M 0
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that could help solve problems Confronting those involved with evaluation of

teacher education programs.

,Education research and evald'ation are very young compared with research

in the sciences. However, the last ten yeWs have seen considerable prog-

ress. We have a More adequate knowledge base and hence a more-adequate

theory of evaluation.

Richard L. Aagness

Idaho State-University
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Weber State College

Randy Elmate.
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GROPING... AND COPING.:.

WITH

4CONTRADITTORY PROGRAM EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS

Gary G. deVoss

The Ohio State Unleersity

Lyn Gubser's opening remarks made 66 most impact on our. study. group

of any speaker's. His remarks made such an impact, as a matter of fact, that

they caused a certain amount of, restrained panic among the study group. Sev-

eral issues were raised concerning theory: "How should follow-up attempt to

separate program effects from individual or extra-program effects?" or "Whtt

are the hidden complexities within program and teacher-effectiveness evalp-

tion?" But far and away the most frequent1Sf-repeated question was, "Haw can

Lyn Gubser tell us not to usequestionnaires when we only have money for

questionnaires?" After processing Similar questions a bit, the Tilderlying

quest,ion that emerged asked what.ways acceptable alternative models of fol-

low-up could be disseminated and implemented.and be given positive 'approval

by a visiting site evaluation team from NCATE. This study group was saying

it wanted to get away from questionnaires and try new avenues, new tech-
.

niques, new approaches, but was scared to death to do anything which might be

perceived' as unsound or unsafe. Ergo the profusion of one-shot question-

naires Adabs spoke of--not only doeithe questionaire provide safety in num-

bers ("Everyone else is doing it.°), but it shows,that something is being

done', evell when no one in. the "institution really knows what to do or really

1f knows what NCATE might be looking for as the benchmark of a satisfactory pro-
-

gram.

Without Oubt!the most significant points made in the ensuing discussion

were that with some help, institutions could design creative, meaningful

follow-up studies quite easily, b) institutions were poised and ready to

.implement these innovat4ve strategies as. soon as NCATE made it clear that

they could be implemented witlput the ultimate penalty--noncreditation, and

c) a set of general.guidelines4would be vastly appreciated as schools experi-

Aented with different ways 'to collect data. Tie first point Was cogently

0
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demonstrated as the group spun off myriad, ideas for doing .follow-up iValua-,

tions. These include; modifying the questionnaire technique by reducing the

number sent to 10-25% of the population (randomly drawn), then attempting to

_contact and obtain a return from 90-100%'of the sample; interviewing by tele-

phone to reduce transportation costs; asking volunteer groups of teachers to

come to the university and sit in panel with faculty; starting\tie documenta-

tion process early in the undergraduate career; enlisting students, teachers,

. and staff personnel (such as university supervisors) in the, task of keeping

vo2untary "critical inci "dent" logs; using extremely small samples of teach-

ers, but keeping extremely "thick" records- of their experiences, concerns or

problems; using traditional ethnographic techniques either at the same time,

or in place of, survey-type techniques.

These suggestions, some of which are already being tried in institutions

around the country, emerged in 20 minutes of discussion; it wastrily excit-

ing to see how creative institutional representatives could be when the sky

was the limit, not NCATE .standards.

The second point needs little reiteration. It may suffice to repeat

that "experimental " projects are being piloted in various institutions at
. _

this time, and that institutions represented in this study group were ready

to give anything a try so long as they would not be yeprimanded sometime in

the future for'their ingenuity now.

The third point contains a clear request for facilitation, such as Hall

called for when he spoke of networking. Institutiods are not afraid of rein-

venting the wheel, but do not like to do so because first, it makes them look

.bad when visitld,9 and two, it is cost-ineffective. Two activities were

called for here. One was the prerequisite that NCATE begin to actively en-

courage experimentation and perhaps even waive. the letter of program evalua-

tion law for a period of time if the institution can show that it is pursuing

some sort of program evaluation practice. The second activity would be. to

disseminate a Han4book of Possible Program Evaluation Strategies, which would
. .

contain several variations on the Western Kentucky model, and certainly sev-

eral alternatives to the one -shot questtonnaire model, This handbook, per-

haps coupled with a to11.7free "peogram evaluatizn hotline ", number, would ap-

pear to be the equiyalent ot4 an,an-sibie export. The group felt such a hand-

0
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book could be written today; thpy also voiced the opinion that they would

certainly try anything if a guarantee against censure for daring. to do so

.would be made by NCATE.

As one partitipant remarked, "It's time we started meeting institutional

needs rather than NCATE needs. The one-shot questionnaire ain't great and ir

doesn't tell us anything,,bu it meets NCATE's needs, So we're going to keep

sending 'em out until we hear differept..," Maybe this session was the start

of something different. Let's tiope 40.

Dr. Harley Adamson
Weber State College
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Nicholls State University
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Taylor University

Catherine Cornbleth
University of Pittsburgh
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FACULTY REACTIONS TO PROGRAM EVALUATION:.

A LITANY OF "YES, BUT'S..."

Len Froyen
University of Northern Iowa

_.

Evaluation,' although critical to effective program planning and de-

velopment', does not receive nearly the attention it merits. The two most

commdnly cited reasons for this situation are 1) the cost and logistics as-

socCated with conducting evaluation, and 2) the difficulty of convertipig'the

results into program improvements. Faculty resistance, however, 4s another

factor which helps to keep evaluation.in a subordinate position.

4(*' Faculty prize autonomy,. and any effort to improve accountability is

viewed as an intrusion on academic freedom.' The keystone of effective evalu-
k

16
ation--precisely specified and agreed-upon objectives--introdUces expecta-

tions and prescribes procedures that run counter to the preferred academic

life of most professors. It is therefore not surprising that department

faculties 'give only cursory attention to consensus building when they estab-
/

lish program objectives. Even less consideration is given` to ways of check-

ing compliance with objectives. As long as.program evaluation is not taken

seriously, these pro forma sessions satisfy the trappjngs of academic life.

However, when evaluation becoies an instrument for examining practice with an

expressed purpose to improve upon it, the agile minds of faculty go to work.

The litany of "yes, but's" goes something like this. Evaluation is un-

doubtedly a good and desirable thing, but...

,1) You cannot really measure the truly significant outcomes of instyfic-

.

tion; evaluation tools are knot sensitive to the thihgs that really

count.

*.

2) \The costs of .time and .money to conduct a sound and defensible pro-

:gram are not warranted by the limited use one can make of the results.

3) We already know what needs improving; the results only confirm our

worst suspicions, and the changes deemed important are tnose that are

doomed for political and economic reasons.

N4) It is impossible to secure the cooperation of those who are to be
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evaluated, and when they do cooperate, they elevate their efforts to

produce the hoped-for results.

5) .We cannot possibly separate the effects of training from those that

are due to a host of other factors.

6) Evaluation so often becomes an end in itself, serving those who

administer the program rather than those for whom the data are supposed-

ly collected.

7) The most effective and verifiable methods, performance-based apprai-

sals, are used on small samples, and this makes the results highly ques-

tionable.

8) The sheer complexity of the criterion variables precludes valid and

reliable measurement.

These are compelling arguments. Evaluators are hard-pressed to answer these

criticisms.

Faculty have created a line of defense that can only be penetrated by

more sophisticated studies or by external pressures which are persistent and

unequivocably focused. The state of the 'art will make it difficult _to

counter the foregoing criticisms for some years to come. Yetlacuity must

be made part of the solution. They may only join the effort when legislative

mandates, state departments of education, professional education associa-

tions, and accrediting .agencies demand that faculty participate in projects

designed to identify and verify the products of instruction.

In the absence of such pressures to break down faculty resistance, eval-

uators might devote more time to using already available data and assiAting

those who design the tools and administer the mechanisms fpr collecting these

data. For example, several states now use the National Teacher Examination

or a state Licensing examination. The objectives that comprise the test

blueprint may be used to establish baseline requirements *on the local campus.

Predictable dissatisfaction with these objectives can become the first step

in bringing faculty into responsible participation in program evaluation.

Reports from local school Systems, based upon their faculty evaluation pro-

grams, can also serve a simWily useful purpose. Performance samples taken

from the evaluation instruments*pf several school systems can serveas an

initial method of assessing job-related objectives in the teacher education

§2
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curriculum.

The questionnaire has long been the standard fare of the program evalpa-
.

tor. 'Much remains to be ,learned about the effective use of .this survey in-
.

strument. Tim., cost, and the simple logistics of collecting data will con-

tinue to make this approach an appealing one. Refinements in the, areas of

instrumentation, response rates, reporting procedures, and transforiation of
e

results into corrective measures should be encouraged and supported through

collaboration among progaim evalua ors. We may be well advised to concen-

trate our energies upon these activ s while seeking ways toAreate a set-

ting that is more receptive to other datalcollection and analysis procedures.

The time saved by relying On more convectional and tried techniques May" be

Mitt profitably spent in helping fac9tytto understand and accept the posi-

tive contributions of evaluation.
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THE USE OF PROGRAM EVALUATION RESULTS: PROBLEMS AN6 SUGGESTIONS

Ann HungerMan
bniversity of Michigan

The,topid of our group discussion was Adentified immediately and with
.t

easy concensus as the USE of evaluation results. /This topic had been Men-.

tioned in various ways in fivesof the six papers ,presented in the two hours

preceding the discussion. Selection of this topic also revealed that every-

;
one in the group was involved in program evalUation and.accepted the fact

that the use of.results is a politi al necesSity as well as a requiremept for

effective program development.

Our"group first. identified several immediate problems for putting evalu-

ation results tv use, and then addressed these problems in terms of three

questions: 'To what different uses cantor should program evaluation data be

put;, hqw can we incorpora O program evaluation results Into program compo-:

nents; and, how can we gu4rantee that results will be, used? These orplemS

and questions are discussed below,
.

.

There were ,sever) 4Foblems which were recognized by the group to be

significant. First of all,,different uses require different instruments,,

procedurs Or desig/ not all of which are always compatible, For example,

a longitudinal comparisons require similar instruments, whereas indicated

course revisions fray suggest changed instruments. "Another problem noted with

longitudinal studies -.is that the validity of testing the effect of the pre -

service eogra0 after the atst year out in the field is lessened ki'the ef-
.

fect of graduate study. Furthermore, those experienced in some form of pro-

gram evaluation, report often being caught in a tradition of very informal use

of results,' makG4 it difficult to switch to more .systematic usage, ,while

thole just/ beginning program evaluation need kodels and guidelines to, assist

them. Arid, not.to be ignored is. the danger that, dUring evaluation, we can

identify weaknesses much more confidently than we can reach consensus .on a

single definition of a "good" teachers which sometimes leads to a tendency to

panic at evalliation resultst.rushing. precipitously into course or program.

change.

r
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As these 'problems were identified, it became clear tifat /there are, no

_easy .solutions, but the group did look, at questions which mt,ht cover: more

generally the complications involved in results usage. The first most likely

question to ask' is, to what different uses can or should ;Porogr,im evaluation

data be put? Our group agreed that it Can be used, in the followinrspeCifi,

ways: As an immediate feedback system to'individuat.studentsin conferences

for sell and professional development; for curricular improvementby mme:.

diate course revision"; for long - range planning, or; radically .reshaptng%the

program; for the pOlitical advantage.of proving the PrograM.effective; and,

for improvement of the Teacher Educatifin. profesiiqn lby'dissemination of

10 standards, designs and procedures, ,. 1! <,i..1.. .,
.., A

.

*

Knowing how the results can be'used,. the next ogcal
question

ts,:how
. ,

can we incorporate program evaluation results into-program components? There"

were several viable ways point" out; including relating evalaatiOn closely

to course objectives and program goals. Furthermore, the Objective-Anted
I

.

wi..alvation results should be reported promptly to involved .faciily,' and
.

assistance should be given to those ficulty )n interpreting. results We all.'
; . ..

agreed that the faculty. should ,also'be involved in the,complete cycle,of pro- ,
1

.

grain development-implementatiod-eviluation-revision. ,
.

.
.

, :.
. .., .,

The third question'is.how:to gual"-anteelhat results 'will' be used. Our; ,'

group, decided that use of results must be plapned for, makkg it a recogdized..,,,.

Ind accepted program goal, and by cooperatively developing and formalizing :

procedures to attain that ,

Jhose present identified.as acritical prerequisite for" the success of .

. .

program evaluation a-visible and acknowledged leader whotikes responsibility

for-the full cycle of prograM evaluation activities.' They- also revealed a
1

high level of interest in sharing knowledge, experience, instruments and pro-

cedures relating to program evaluation. There was an. expressed desire for

some assistance in determining what constlitufes "ideal" use orprograth evalu-

ation results. Perhaps some guidelines for . "use" procedures could be gener-

ated and disieminated th;-ough TEPFU? Time precluded any further or more

specific suggettions for the TEPFU group.
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- PROGRAM EVALUATION - -A SYSTEMS APPROACH ,

. :,
.

s.

James J.,Garland

Southwest Texas, State University

Detroit, the, Renaissance .Cente'r, and the Detroit Plaza were all-gran'd,

bit they did.not;overshadowthe.rieriod from 3:15 to 6 :15 p.m. on February 18

in. *the Mackinac allroom This sess'i'on, whicb dealt with teacher 'education

program evaluatidri,was very rewarding. ,
.

.After'',hearing ,six very timely and informative ,papers, our:discussion

group" convened for an .exchange of ides related to' the presentations. We

first.,took-issue with The preMise that the questionnaire technique of gather-
. ,

. ingInformation for program fallow-up yas not a good approach. However., we
., .. .

agreed that a systems -approach was required for effeciive prograln study.

Such a system would.emplcpiseverl techiliques (including the questionnaire)

for both shillrt :and longer periods of study. It was Also agreed that personal

fa.

,

interviewsr p441iC,schoorevdluation teams, Teacher Centers, and students in

the program serve ,as very effective components, of the evaluation system.

- Those. in our group emphasized, as did)he speaker, that evaluation of

graduates is-not,byitself, enough to support a strong evaluative process.

The system should include the admissions.office, departments, administrative

offi ces, placement office, and

support agencies so thal, each

system can be implemented.
;

The group agr=eed- with the

dent funding base heeds to be

other key components to provide a network of

making. its own contribution,- * multi-approach,

presenters when theyhointedcakt that a suffi-

estabffshed for the evaluation system and that

thiVbase'must be reflectel!iri the regular budget process. Also, we 'sup-

ported the idea that a director or' other individual shogld be designated with

s specific responsiblittes ofiCarryingioui the policies and procedures for pro-

evaluation and guiding.anddirecting.theactivities.

The_grOup 'supported A1,14 stat!ementby Dr. Gubser that 4..evaluation

should not e an afterthouihk; itshquld be Wilt into the program." 'We
- , .

feel, as did the Weaker, that evatuation' must be Planned as: a part of the

totals tenher.e6cAioh OicUani--not something added as an Apparent need
.
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arises. Th data gathered fn the evaluation process serve as a guide for the

program, a a Sounding instrument for new and innovative ideas, as a measure

of Peogre s toward stateegoals, and as 'a foundation for Program accounta-

bility. herefore, it is essential that the evaluation model be initiated as

an inte al part of the teacher education process.

As our group discussion'progressed, we mentioned several ideas and com-

ponentiparts that would form a well-planned and workable evaluation system.

Due to the lack of time, however, our group did not formaliie 4a workable

model, On the basis of the six papers and our discussion of them, it would

seem that Figure 1 represents a workable system for the, agencies and their

inte relationships in the evaluation Ptocess.

Participants
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SMALL COLLEGE NEEDS IN FOLLOW-UP EVALUATION ,STUDIES
. . -

Al Kilgore

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Te follow-up small group session, facilitated. by Al Kilgore; con-

sisted of teacher education personnel from relatively small, private col-

. leges. The primary focui, after introductions, centered on wh,4 each of the-
.

representative colleges were currently doing regarding follow-up studies,and

.more specifically, to detcribe the articular role each participant played in

the evaluation pro'cess.
.

The level of involvement of the members of this group in follow-up

studies of their graduates has been minimal, although all programs had both a

semi - formal as Well as informal network working for' them. Informal and ran-

dom visits to graduates who we're teaching along with some observations of

graduates in-their classrooms, to questionnaires to first year teachers and

interviewing eaduates who had returned to Campus for graduate clasies were

among the data gathering processes used The data collected did not appear

to be used systematicallx for ,program-type decision making, rather t he

viduals collecting the data may have made-some changes in the. part of the

provam ,that they had dire4 control over. For example, based on infOrmal

talks with graduates, one professor modified g methods course. At any rate,
-

the final consensus was that each program had a follow-up evaluation. process

of some type and the data collected were helpful. Evaluation design, how-

ever, was very loose, unsystematic, and underfinanced:

'This led to the issue that most concer,ned the participants in 'this
.

. -

group to explore and learn evaluation designs that could be implemented (at

a minimal cost) in their colleges. Participants were generally uhfamiliar

with the TEPFU publications and available information concerning the state of

the art". MOsewould like to become part of a network and their names are in-
,

cluded with this.reporf.
I

The *Imary focus of the discussion involVed hovfparticipants could get

the "how to's" as to evaluation design and interpreting the results. Answers,
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. to the following Questions and/or statements would be helpful to this group

of participants.

I's' there (should there be) some standardized data from'follow:up
studies.so'that one can compare, a prograi to a standard?

.+ Can "meta" analysis be performed on data already gathered? (Is there
enough data?)

+ Are; or can there be; both norm referenced. and criterion referenced
data collected on follow-up studies? If so, what are some pro-

cedures?

+ Are there standards or statements of intent by states as to beginning
teacherperformance criteria? Should states set the standards? Can

we get this information?
1k10

+ How do we develop "reference pa ints" for developing evaluation designs
and comparing graduates from different programs?

+ Should small collegeshave evaluation'standards, designs, and expecta-
tions different m large colleges?

+ Do current Practic s (such as described or inferred in the paper pre-'
sentatiorit) provide "good" data for decision making? Have programs
actually changed'as a result of such decision making? Is it really
worth the effort?

Should outside evaluators be used to conduct follow-up,studies, rather

than program personnel who, in- some cases, are the program?

+ Can NCATE...stadder4A modified for progrims of different size and
,emphasis? (This item as heavily discussed and there Ills general.dis-
satisfaction 64 rule 6 of, the NCATE standards as small colleges

would havq ttouble meeting all,criteriA. Some colleges have .already
decided to pull out of the KATE accredYtation process because of
these .requirements.)

+ How doesthe "teaching" environment of the graduates influence fal-
16w-up studies? How car/we account for this variable in our evalua-
tions, assuming there is d difference?

+ Can long range (4-7 years) follow-up stud ies provide us with phgo-
sophicarand general program data that can be useful for decision
making and program modification? (The intent of the question4ppeared
to center on the thought that the undergraduate program should have a
longer-lasting effect on their graduates than one or two years, aid we
need to measure this effect.)
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Thegeheral tone o,f the discuSsicin and questions appeared to center on

the need for participants to learn more of what is available, to share basic

information, and to reinforce one another in the efforts to design, sound fol-
.

low-up studies and to use the data intelligently. Participants expres sed the

need for some "han4s4on" state or regional workshops, that would help them-
.

answer the questions and, develop acceptable evaluation designs.

The pragmatic needs expressed ih this session included theneed to 'mu

press their administrators to provide additional funds for evaluation put= -,

poses. This included the notions of training faculty as well as providing

resources to conduct the follow-up studies ,te.g.,'travel, computer time, re-

leased time, ,.etc.) Perhaps,TEPFU, vis-a-vis the Texas 'R&D Center, can

develop an "evaluation' program development kit" specifically designed, for

follow-up studies; and-include cost estimates for various activities. , This

along with suggestions as io how to finance such projects appear to be needs,

as well as suggestions for further activities. This write? suggests. that

perhaps a whole teacher training, program evaluation model(s) be develbped

which includes follow-up studies. t would appear that the state of the a,rt:

is limited at this time. 1 4

Elmer Clauso'd

University of Pacific'

Sister Rochelle Potaracke
Vertito College

Tammy Reid
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SO WhAT IS EVERYBODY TELLING US ABOUT

EVALUATING TEACHER EDUCATION?

Joseph Vaughan
National Institute.of Education

S, Department of Education'*

Wby Do We Need It? (

Studying the six papers and eight small group reports from this AACTE

session reminds me of the story of the, blind man belhg placed-next to an'.

elephant and trying to figUretbut eXactlywhae it was. His interpretation'44

depended updi where he touched /he. beast and to which of its very different

parts or dimensions he .was*.expoYed: SO it .appears to be with teacher educa-

tiOn"ev,aluationl'whether one onsiders it a.mbeast" or a "beauty."' We all

have our own interpretations of what it should do and how it should do it. °
. .

Some may look at teacher education evaluation and :see it as principally de-

pendent upon follow-up evaluations of,graduates while others will view it as

more of an internal review prociss which includes teacher' education faculty

and administrators and other advisors VI a sort:of introspective prOfessional

vigilance. Ask a dozen people and.you'll probably get a dozen different in-

terpretations, each with their own. personal emphasis. ,RijAting th'at to the

story, it could be that .we all may be at least partially "blind" to:the total

complex,ity and potential of 'evaluation An teacher education andihOs find.

ourselves "feeling our way" and interpreting and,eiphasizingpieces rather

than.the whole entity.. Hall suggests this in one place in,htsipaper and I.
I would like to expand that notion; examining the reasons for past andlresent .

weak4sses in order to derive sUggestions,of themes and processes for teacher

evaluation. Twill base these suggestions, for thealost part, on informatiqp

from the critiques and recommendations raised in tWg group of writiOgs for ."

this session, and on my interpretations of ,the. writings of .otbers, wbo.have

examined this topic. To a lesser extent, I shall be firesumptuous enough to.

. .

*While the author is. an imployef of ,the National Institute of Education
opinions expressed herein are solely his own and do nbt necessarily represent
the views of NIE or the U.S. Department of Education.
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add in personal thoughts, identifying them as such After all I'm fascinated

with elephants, too!

Perhaps the, first reality we must atl/face is that the need for evalua-
0(

tion of-teacher education is not doing to go away. It'isnot Only,as Gubser

so succinctly articulates, a case of increased emphasis and guidance being..

put updn evaluation by NCATE. /lie does not have to be clairvoyantd predict

where public dissatiifaction with education and teachers and the subsequent

variety of state and locally initiated accoulitabilit,y measures wilt prolAably
A

lead us.' Just as local education agencies and the teachers within them are

being putoliclyttaken to task;- Sdstifiably or unjustifiably --for perceived

inadequacies, investigating some of the causes. of those perceived inade-

quacies must include cloie examination of teacher education quality and quan-

tity in process and content. The recent (April/May, 1981) series of Newsweek

articles on. the problems of our schools speak of teacher education as ':gen-

erally, a hodgepodge of academic work, fieldwork and methodology Whith can be

helpful tricks of the tradeor irrelevant nonsense." The articlei refer to .g

56% failure rate among tea her applicagls on the National Teacher Examination

in one.statliand in alNotii

at' about the 25th percenti

eduttion is attraotltg A

. much survey data exists-to

done )ittle.tO tobat this

r,.a 47%,failure rate even though passing/was-set

le. Weaver's ,work (1977) indicates that teacher

less academically able populaijon of students and

show us that teacher education inst4tutions have,

trend or to establish anything More than minim/110:

standards .for admissiOn and retention of teacher education students (AACTE,'

)981). At the s'a.met.ime, a Newsweek poll reveals that 90% of the respondents

felt that teaChers should be required to pass a competency test of some. typ .,

_ before they 4re Aired. We have a'wide gap which eysts between pubitc and,
. 4' 0

MOSt of of would .agree, logical professional expect` of at least minimal

competene:Of:tefither education qi;kaduttes and the actual knOwlsdge. base which

thote.gradnates.00ssess. -
. .

.

While,the knowledge base Whith Wassessed.by most of the'tests'like NTE
.

. I .

has not been shown At), be correlated: with'effecti
.

teaching: Iodic mandates

that we apc4004 fact thatIcnowled* is.a:. ary, although not suffi-
q

Ccunt, condition of. teaching competence,' Clearly,' teacher educatioin grad :
O r

uitet is a collective are notsmeasuriRd>op.to what -we at professionSls must

g,I ..- . . .
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.'demand in the way of qu lity. We do not know the' reasons why this is So and

that it exactly why. me ne d evaluation of.teacher education efforts and grad-

uates. Wg must understand how we can improve the present conditions

desirable and reasonable st ndards. Public dissatisfaction and profeisional
,

obligation will only increase the importance of teacher evaluation in the

future.

What Knowledie Do le Already Have And What ElseTo We Need to Know?

The-Adams/Craig' pdber on a national survey of teacher education evalua-

tion prictice,s offers many insightsinto what' is presently taking place.
. . .

,

Although some type 01 evahlation is used in' almost 9.44A)of 10.institutions,
i, -.

11.- the nature and comprehensiveness of these varies widely. -Clearly, dominant

practices include heavy reliance ori questionnaires filled out by teacher edu-

. cetioa 'students; first year 'graduates, and to a.somewhat lesser. extent,.

...

atft

o.ipervi.kors Much Ws use is being made of direct classroom observations or

media-aided work sample observatiOns, standardized' tests ps measures of

knowledge or other factors, and feedback k-loops that tie evaluatioil baqk to

program.modification and improvement. Money supporting ev4luatiop, is mini- .

'mal, with 50% of the institutions spending less than $1,250 annually for this

. purpose., MOst evaluation is focused on, the periods or preservice and first-

r.

year teaching follOw-vp. Many_ institutions had major -concerns with "deielop-

ing.in§ttumentation," "identifying instrumentation," Sod "planning an'evalua-

tion systein" in- addition to the feedback problem mentioned earlier.. pinally,

"Teaching Skills, Strategies and Techniques," "Knowlea0 of Subject Matter ",

and "Relationships with Students" were areas of prime concern in the evalua-
.

tion efforts.

This portrayal Of the status quO- is very enlightening. It reveals A

reliance ort superficial techniques that are Mira] at best, a dearth of more

comprehensive techniques (e.g., direct classroom obievationse and very

little financial commitment to eviIuation. While teaching skills are identi-

fied as priMi outcome$concerns, very little uSe 4s,-made of evaluation mea-

sures that can yield veld and reliable data on these outcomes. For example,

it is extremely diffic'ult to imagine'a questionnaire that would yield accu-

rate and useful information 'on teaChing-skills,"especially when. the student

ti
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or gradUate her/himself is often the person being asked. Gubser also poigts

out that return rates of' 19%.on such questionnaires are not uncommon. While

we know from prior research on instruction that direct classroom observations

and/or media-aided work samples are imperative, to dnderstanding teaching and

teacher effecttveniss, these measures are glaringly ,absent from most teacher

education student /graduate evaluations. One is led to believe, as was raised

in one small group repori, that cost considerations are the primary reasons

for this absenCe, but more on that later.

. Gubser makes an extremely significant point about the differences be-

tween and theneed for both graduate and program evaluations andihow the lat-

ter, seen very touch overlooked. He reminds us of the need to assess Course

sequences and content, textbook nature. and use,-. admission and retention

sfandirds, and of program featur'es as determinants of student acquisition

of skillit kn ledge, attitudes and behaviors while in preset Vice, He also

discuises the importance of the roles and _nature' of'involvement of teacher

eddcatioh facu and administrators tn planning, implementing, and using the

results of evaluation activities. At the same time he warns us of the dan-

gers of using graduate "success" or "competence" as surrogates for program

"success" since we knoW very little about .how much .of thee preservice effect

washes out" as a result of the unique influences of different school dis-
.

tricts and schools in whichgradOtes take positions., As Hall tent us, we

must'also be aware that the .longer 'the._ graduate.is ern
//a

regular teaching

posifie, the more likely it will,be that preservice eff4ti are less ixtent.

Certainly, graduate effectiveness has to be related to program effectiveness

but they are discrete entitites which Must also be understood separately ie-

fore interrelationships can,begin to be drawn with any 'degree of confidence.

To date, ,there has, beep very little emphasis on these important distinc5

:t ions.

Cerfainly, the concept of

speaks is as essential element

preservice and inservice experi

a teacher education continuum of which _Hall

in, ultimately understanding the influence of

ences and effectiveness. While each stage has

its separate tnflpences there is the ultimate need to detdrmine how they are
!

interrelated. This can.be paired with recent emphaiis on.the need to examine

this interrelatedness 'during the 1-3 year induction period of beginning

4
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leach ng. Practitioners and researcheq.spikehave identified induction as a

Sperio of high trauma and significant formative influence in how teachers

will teach. throughout their careet*or, in many_cases, whether ctc.not they
. ,,,:

even 'want to stay in teaching. While there ",is no la *of of quant..,Ayrof data
,

collectedcollected on .this period, especial the first yeo;r:x4FItiach4ng-, the

quality and comprehensiveness of the dat ig re suspecti t;
,

A
Given these Otrview,papers, thelliiree papers.by Ayers,. (earn and

Craig/Adams offer useful., institution- specific cases which relate directlz to

the broader points ot the other' authors. The two institutions%descriVed ai

of particular interest because they are, in many respectsp_lheithtrd;of%i . ---\, ....A.

those trying to systematically address teacher education-`evaluation.. but Art.

they are also, I belie!e, in.some respects plagued by the unsolved 'problems. .1.
4

that'are faced by the vast majority Of teacher eduiatiori institutions 'which.fr,
.

are looking for h;)P in designing and implementing evaluations.

Ayers and Hearn discuss efforts to develop'a comprehensive ,godt4e.4%r..

graduate,follow-up.evaluations and have incorporated many de rable aspects

mentioned in the three .overview papers. The ten princfp mentioned by

Aye;.s.reflect sound thinking about planning, imOlemdntation; use and revisions

issues in such evaluations. Key posit4ve felpres'include:. 1) the need for

both Clarification of ,specifjc and general program objectives' and relating
-*

evaluation to these; 2). a continuous andlongitudinal design; 3) concern' with

advaements in evaluation methodology; 4) early and close collaboration with .%

schools; 5) use of a variety of data collection techniques and sour& and

JcollectiOn.of both qualitative and quantitative .data; and 6).a feedback pro-

cedure to make evaluation results knowq.td faomitel/and administrators. -Hearn

adds the element of sufficient financial reSUA'allocation to the activi-

tiesties and-presents an excellent six-point analysis of -key considerations in-

cluding use of field-based faculty as datactillectors,- concern with the en;

tire- preservice/induction/inservice sontinuUm, data sampling and processing

issues, and multi - institutional consortia to' pool resources and redtice
I.

costs.

While these are indeed positive and commendable features, they are
=

inqw

Ayers', lords, "stip incomplete And inadequate." (To some-extent, one always

faces the posibility that- .papers 'may simply, not Address some issues due'to
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length".restrictict ions rather than by conscious choice. I apologize in advance
for citing. concerns about 3hese piogcams "Which may haye been adequately:ad-

.
dressedhad the design of the papers been more amenable to telling the in ti-
tutiqns' :full stories.) .for example, while the destrabiliiy of specifying
objectives is unquestionable it is equally iclear.thatimuth must also be known
about' the extent to which ,the teacher education practices matched the stated
objectives,: To move. from objectives to evaluation .without consideration of
implementation producei a tenuous link at best..: On the evaluation techiniques
issues, Dyers appdttas to confuse the progess made in techniques for research
on effective teaching with techniques for effective evaluation: The former,

is .'very important as a determinant of the content of teacher ed.ucat i on it-
self, but 'its, lin4ge with evaluation proceises is never specified. It is. .

also important to consider, as, far as school collaboration is concerned; how
we can go beyond the .!'permission". and "understanding" levels to. involving,

schools in the.desigri, implementation and use of evaluation mechanisms whiche 9

"will be of a much benefit to ,school pr act it ioners as to teacher educators.
As far as program modification is concerned, the papers fail to /address how
the feedback ;loop is created and how the nature and extent of modifications
is mo nitored..\lt it not sufficient to communicate results to fcktity and ad-
rninis&-ators; There must be. follow-up to ; see that 'Something Constructive

'happens through individual or group motivation as a result of the feedback.
While HearnIstdelinatjon of the importance and nature of evaluation colts is
Helpful, hisSugges,,tion that costs could, be significantly:reduced through
el" :Ir4k2atio, of observations is not appropriately qualified by, the immense
darigers of so doing. I Aould suggest ttiat this element is at the heart of
any potent-51 contribution` that could !e made, and reliance on more super-
ficial data,. co'llekon is indefensible at this time. We/simply do not have,
less eipenstve, alternative's with which we can correlate! teacher skills and
performance.:- Finally, I would likes to contest that principle number 9 in
Ayers', paper may be the reverse of what should be the case. specifically, is
it not the case,that program decision-making must provide for a workable sys-
temtem of,eyaluation and evaluation use rather than the Other_ way around, as is.
stated? . Evluttion is a partekof pi:ogram..plannjng and implementation, not the
reverse. It may. bq a subtle distinction but one of ,great importance in con-
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sideration of how evaluation :can, be fully, integrated with -program design,
. .

;tidificntitdevelopmen, operation ad moaon .

.

.

)
a

'

.

.The traig/Adams Paper shows many similarities to the Hearn and Ayers'
. %.

descriptions, accurately reflecting the fact that there ha$ been much col4b-
, .. . -

-Oration and mutuality in the separate. institution's development of.e4aluation
'

. f .... '' .

efforts. In addition; CraigtAdams address the socio-political -context within
- . .t

'

i
.

,which then eeducation eValuations'exist...
e

They also discuss the issues of

tie of such- evaluitions and the objective /subjective interpretation of re-

tOti. A keg concern T's Ahe'hieVirchical structure and conditions for making
. ,

,

'decitions about-the nature and use of evaluations.: The hierarchy emphasizes

interactiom and 'colldboration iilong teacher education faculty and administra-

tors,and advisory functions from school personnel. The ideal 'process for

planning, implementip and using eveluations is seen as being based on "in-

vojvementv and "evolvement.'.' Key, final 'steps are checking' the extent to

which evaluations are used to make program modifications and determiningon

a continuing basis, ,how the evaluation process Can be improved.

Certainly the rincip'es espoused in the Ciaig/Adams paper are audable

and much.Or"the structure which I assume they have set up seems potentially

appropriate to accomplishing their objectives. There do appear e, how-

ever, alternative Sequences of activities and rombihations ecision - makers

which might be considered in attempting to strengthen the, evaluation program

and, in particular, its impact,. Initially, the assumption that one must

sPrt:with the thief administratiim officer...4e.g.4 dean) to perform such

functions as determining,the'"idealprogram, need options... -, implica-

tions .." could be questioned. Why not dO this with a coll'aborat4ve group,

including the chi f -administrative officer, right from the beginning.? In

that.faihion, a s stem of checks and balances would.bein place, Hot nershjr

would probably ti enhanced, diverse perspectives would be ensuredand:none

opof the benefits' of the chief administrator's sole determinations would. be

lost. ,Whet this really would amount to would be a reduction of three layers

of, derision- making into%one with the chief= administrative officer, decision-

%.malcingteaM and'plapning/evalu4kion team memberships being rePreiented on the

' composite leak. The.way the Craig/Adams hietarchy appears, there are% two

layers of decision-making before the "primary initiation and operational
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,force" (planning /evaluation team) 'if brought" into the picture...To separate

establishment of "parameters" from "initiation': With two layeri of decision .

bears the possibility of being perceivasas a camouflaged "top-doWn° policy :,.

mandate. About the only reason I can perceiv for notinvolving the role

groups as collaborators from the beginning is .the difficulty of large' num-

ber s, but it would appear, that hard _negotiation of,a representative gro!Ay
,

would be small payment for ensuring removal ,of the.potenpal',"topdoWn" stig-.

ma.,
.

Along with the above -concern there are only two other tgactiOns'which

jump to mind from Craig/Adams paper. .Firtt, the delicate issue of the

role of school prat ittoners has- beep addressed in the paper.tirrolrgh having

them in an "advisory" capacity. 'Given the realities of power; structur s in

higher education, it is perhaps understandable that scriool persotinel Could

not be given parity status in. a formal sense. "but_ classifying them as "ad-
.

visor)," could portend less than maximal involvement and perceptions that this

) input is more or less an "add-on." Any measures that sould be utilized to

ensure parity status, with or withpuiformll position, should be encouraged.

As most of us would agree, we Are probably more likely to feel committed and

contribute to an effort when we feel that, our voice is of equal volume and

impact, as those With whom we are' working. 'One other point deserves. mention.

with regard to school persoOnel parity. 14-is those schools which are the

"buyers." in a "buyers market." Doei it not behoove teacher education person-
.

nel, and seem very 'reasonable, if only,fdr rliival, to pay full attention to

the input of school personnel relative'to 1); existing and changing contexts

. within which teacher education graduates will operate, and 2) the expecta-

tions and processes used by the "buyer" in determining which teacher educa-

tiort graduates are'desiraptle and Potentiarjob-hdlders?

A second concern is with acceptance of the status quo "organizational

framework" as the detprminant of 'options.- Realizing that one must acknow-

ledge what exists and its limitatipsi that does not'preclude working toward

more desirable structures or frameworks. There is' a "self-fulling.prophecy"

dimension to assuming you can't change Simply because present structures

won't allow it, just as there is in assuming -no new of funds are

likely for evaluation. One major ,difficulty,*identified and discussed by

fr
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many.(Smith0980; Oenemark, 1979, etc.) is the nature of. the present struc-

ture of teacher education. Without' drastic .changes in areas soch as'incerit

tive structures, funding formulae from the state level, the'c011eged edUca-
.

tion's control of its own governance, etc., we probably have less bode for

exploration of mayor alternatives to present° practice, including ,the area of

evaluation and its impact. If a case is to be made for such.changes (or at

least the structural flexibility to consider them), we cannot afford.a stance

of passive acceptance of what exists. There is much worth keeping and much.
.

that needs examination.and'change. Our obligation would appear to be ta.work

toward the structures within which such considerations and action are ,pos-

sible.
-....

I must say, climbing down off my soap box, that the intent and substance

of what.Crig/Adams,pers and Hearn recommend are,very.much worth noting.

My questions have to do with, how everything can be most effectively 'and ef-

ficiently accomplished. Both institutions should be loudly applauded for

their efforts to. date and bath serve as valuable guides to, other institutions

seeking possible answers to very difficult questions. 'My comments on their .

papers, as well as those of Gubser, Hall,and 'the survey work of Craig and

Adams, are intended to be as constructive as possible and with full recogni-'

tion of and respect for the considerable work and thoughts evident in each

paper.

What Are Some. "Best Guesses" At This Time About Where We're Headed in

Teacher Education Evaluation Efforts?

I would like to talk a bit about what we are likely to see happening in

the near and di_stak futur?' and hovi.that Might compare wiith, what some might.

consider "ideal" conditions. In order to do thtsf it appears to me as well

as to.miny of the writers; that we must consider not only follow-up studies.

.but the whole spectrum of teacher education program and product, assessments

from the beginning of undergraduate work through some ecified/period after

graduates are teaching in the schools. Without thi 'concePtOal1iza on of

concern for the total effort over a continuum of tim the basic po nts of

Hall, Gubser and several others will go unaddressed, /

/
/
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. .1n- consider=ing- the future, I, will4 try -to incorporate the 'responses of4,- .t-,
r,the_.,,eight sm'al'l group"discusions along with rily: o'w'n thoughts. I would' be..., ..... . , , ., .

, . very ,remiss 'if I-did 'not comment on ,how impressive tide, brier,small group re-
. .? , . . . . ,

,peirtv were, giuen the short !time they,liadAo work and '.tie complexity of the
i'spes-.-01hiie the 'reports indicate' that the topic itrkl-f./ is one "of great

1urnecy,,,intereSt- 4nd controversy, they also indicate The Considerable po-*

., tentlal, of. this, type of interaction in producing worthwhile thinking and sug-,.
.;ge;s1ion.s. *.Theciivervity and excei:lence- of thought is hearkening`. %'

: Several 0f,,ihg co/timer-714C ;already made have obvious implicationi for the
.. .

'itjk.e. 4,4,t is not..11ecessary -.to reiterate _those in-depth, ;only to summarize
.

. that be core of present and futureleacher education 'evaluation ,efforts mustI . .
..

.. be formed by.more comPrehensre, detailed .andobjectin data col l'kction col-
. . 9

' ", laborat ism, on design, implementation' an8 use; concern with bilth 'erogr am and

_products;. adequate financial support; and a longitudinal perspective. It is
.fr

alp 'clear that this is "frequently not the case in existing. efforts. The
.011,

sma) I iroup 'reports gi,ve us a. broader perspective on the reasons. why, as well
as what is needed to begin moving' toward improvemeht of the quality antquan-
tity of evaluattons. '1 'shall refer to the repor'ts by the name of (he discus-
sion leader in the group. . .

t
i Virtually all of the group r'eports. substantiated many of the' basic weak-

. . 7.
nesses and strengths brought out by presenters,: But each group. took its own
approach in ssiying what that meant to them and how they taw themselves ad-

dressing the problems and capitalizing upon existing "success:' knowledge.

Perhapi the centi-al concern _of the groups was -best stated by the Dravland
0

1

I

coMmeht that what was heeded, was "a well articulated framework within which
wean define our 'tasks and- our areas of" ignorance;'

. , , , ' '
The White report emphasized the

,need for initially considering the match
dr mismatch between ;professional 'community needs" and "prograff outcomes"

and, within that the critical point of identifying' instructional and program
objectives. One difficulty with that, as the- 'Froyen group discusses, is that
the 'faculty who comprise. much Of that community are highly resistant to

change, often in the name of- academic freedom and autonomy. Froyen contendi

that little attention. is paid tocontensus-building in developing objectives
and even less attention to standards, of compliance with those objectives. So

I
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we hpve a built-ih'conflict in estabis:hihV sound foundation for",%16eloping
4..

reasonable and appropriate evaluation "diiie49ons and processes. In .thpast,

this has often resulted in no action- ,fortunately, (or unfortunately, de-
.

pending on your peripectfv0, there ace:oow accountability forces in effect

that may, necessitate action.. Proyees excellent'llst of Teasonf commonl*

given about why we can't do quality valuations are likely to be overwhelmed

by the state legislative and state'Rportment of education mandates, prdes-

stonal)assoctation activities and accrediting agency demandi for "proof" that

teacher. educa tion is doing its job satisfactorily. in ihort, more stringent

measures of "success" will be mandated and, put most ;simply., IL is logical to

assume that university faculty and the rist of the professional community

wouldr4ther get involved and have some,say in their own destiny as opposed

to having their fate totally determined by other external forces. This is

perhaps not the most positive or altruistic reason for becoming, ieroived, but

it is likely to be.areality. Once we move beyond specification and clarifi-

cation of objectives, we find ourselves in a position of having to 104 what

presently exists in teacher education evaluation practices.. A common infor-

mation base is a necessity if we are, to avoid "reinventing the wheel," as the

deVoss group discusses, and capitalize upon Past successes and feilOres. The

kinds of 44estions thal must be asked and foe which informationinust be

gathered are typified in the KilogPre report. What are present standards far.

graduates which are being mandated by various'statesto which our students,

might go for a job? How does NCATE fit in with all this? Have some teacher

education programs actually changed as a result 'of evaluations end, if so,_

how? How do we look at the impact of preservice.given the uncertain effects

of each unique school setting? These kid other queitions posed by Kilgore

are somewhat scattered but that.ii exactly the real world for most teacher

education institutions. Institutions have been too isolated and need to

becomefraware'of the state-of-the-art of evaluation and the context within

which that "evaluation must exist. As White states,, we need descriptions a,

"evaluation programs currently in place or under development with a discUs-

sion or conceptual features, operationalpreconditions,.implementation prob-

lems and benefits, cost effectiveness 'and, most importantly, what difference

has been made as a result of the progtam,"
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in terms of the actual design and conduct of evaluations, many good sug-
.

gestions were made. by the groups.' For example, the deVoss paper contains

'several cr tive ideas including the use of volunteer teachers sitting on-
.

campus w h faculty groups td discuss evaluation issues, documentation begin-

ning rly. in undergraduate years, "critical incident" logs being kept' by

tea er education students, cooperating teachers and supervisors, and intense

data collection with smaller random samplings of students/graduates. NCATE

itself, deVoss suggests, has been a somewhat unintentionally negative influ-

*.

fencedue
to its demands for what many institutions see as a limiting view of

evaluation. At, the same time, it has the potential to be a very positive in-

fluence if it could play a more active role in disseminaiihg information,

.about successful approaches- and encourage experimentation and diversification

in evaluating programs and products. Certainly, the Gubser, presentation in-

dicates very harmonious thinking along those lines and, perhaps portends just

such activity. Again, a basic issue to be addressed isexactly just what

constitutes "proof" that teacher education is doing its job and to understand

teacher-education's limitations as well as its potential.' The Savage group

.(sounds.menacing, doesn't it?) reminds us that the systems model, used in in-

dustry guarantees the "product" only. as long as it is used avintended. The

potential mismatch between "ideal" "preparation and the idiosyncratic reali-

ties of individual schools mandates thatinstitutions of teacher education

cloiely examine their objectives and programs within that real world context.

The "proof" indicators must emanate from a realistic assessment of the rele-

vance and impact of preserviCe on what a teacher does day-to-day in a class-.

room,school add community' environment. The idea of -more active sitte in-

volvement in teacher evaluation,' as in the Georgia example cited in the,,

Savage paper, must be investigated and understood in relationship to the

evaluative ro4 of the higher education 'institutions and` the schools.

Finally, in terms of the up of: evaluation results. Hungerman raises a

very important point about the need to formalize processes fOr communication,

discussion 'and modificition of grogram if we are to really 'bring about

changei: To just disseminate the results to faculty and administrators is

not enough. It is extremely important, the report goes on, to have a visible

and acknowledged (and,.I would add, respected) leader for the evaluation ef-

ilJ 6.



fort to maximize impact. It strikes me' that one alternative to having to

choose between an evaluation or program "type" for.this role is to considir=

dual leadership wheri both roles would be' represented, Through this

credibility is likely to be increased along with the overall relevanceland

validity of the effort. Garland reminds us, as did others, that whatever re-

sults are used, they must reflect evaluation of the total teacher eduCation

effort from admissions to program replacement and beyond. Only in that way

can we consider evaluation truly.systematic.

In summary, we have our work cut out for us! We've identified a great

number of seriops weaknesses but we've also identified many useful approaches

and principles worthy of consideration. The time has come to move beyond

stating the probAms and to look at how we can build upon the Conceptual and

structural necessities and beginnings discussed with much insight in these

papers. We need not be too cynical or pessimistic. Thfs session reveals a

valuable pool of knowledge and judgment about what is needed and how we .can

begin tb move toward' those eras. It. may be a difficult task 'we are

undertaking but it' need not be overwhelming, Aware% s'. has been created and
.4*

we now must move toward action. This work stands as an excellent

beginning.
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